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Abstract
The present dissertation contains the theoretical studies performed on the topic
of a high energy deposition in matter. The work focuses on electronic exci-
tation and relaxation processes on ultrafast timescales. Energy deposition by
means of intense ultrashort (femtosecond) laser pulses or by means of swift
heavy ions irradiation have a certain similarities: the nal observable material
modications result from a number of processes on dierent timescales. First,
the electronic excitation by photoabsorption or by ion impact takes place on
subfemtosecond timescales. Then these excited electrons propagate and re-
distribute their energy interacting among themselves and exciting secondary
generations of electrons. This typically takes place on femtosecond timescales.
On the order of tens to hundreds femtoseconds the excited electrons are usu-
ally thermalized. The energy exchange with the lattice atoms lasts up to tens
of picoseconds. The lattice temperature can reach melting point; then the
material cools down and recrystalizes, forming the nal modied nanostruc-
tures, which are observed experimentally. The processes on each previous step
form the initial conditions for the following step. Thus, to describe the nal
phase transition and formation of nanostructures, one has to start from the
very beginning and follow through all the steps.
The present work focuses on the early stages of the energy dissipation after
its deposition, taking place in the electronic subsystems of excited materials.
Dierent models applicable for dierent excitation mechanisms will be pre-
sented: in the thesis I will start from the description of high energy excitation
(electron energies of  keV), then I shall focus on excitations to intermediate
energies of electrons ( 100 eV), and nally coming down to a few eV electron
excitations (visible light). The results will be compared with experimental
observations.
For the high energy material excitation assumed to be caused by irradia-
tion with swift heavy ions, the classical Asymptotical Trajectory Monte-Carlo
(ATMC) is applied to describe the excitation of electrons by the impact of
the projectile, the initial kinetics of electrons, secondary electron creation and
Auger-redistribution of holes. I rst simulate the early stage (rst tens of fs)
of kinetics of the electronic subsystem (in silica target, SiO2) in tracks of ions
decelerated in the electronic stopping regime. It will be shown that the well
pronounced front of excitation in the electronic and ionic subsystems is formed
due to the propagation of electrons, which cannot be described by models based
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on diusion mechanisms (e.g. parabolic equations of heat diusion). On later
timescales, the thermalization time of electrons can be estimated as a time
when the particle- and the energy propagation turns from the ballistic to the
diusive one. As soon as the electrons are thermalized, one can apply the Two
Temperature Model. It will be demonstrated how to combine the MC output
with the two temperature model. The results of this combination demonstrate
that secondary ionizations play a very important role for the track formation
process, leading to energy stored in the hole subsystem. This energy stor-
age causes a signicant delay of heating and prolongs the timescales of lattice
modications up to tens of picoseconds.
For intermediate energies of excitation (XUV-VUV laser pulse excitation
of materials) I applied the Monte-Carlo simulation, modied where necessary
and extended in order to take into account the electronic band structure and
Pauli's principle for electrons within the conduction band. I apply the new
method for semiconductors and for metals on examples of solid silicon and
aluminum, respectively.
It will be demonstrated that for the case of semiconductors the nal kinetic
energy of free electrons is much less than the total energy provided by the
laser pulse, due to the energy spent to overcome ionization potentials. It
was found that the nal total number of electrons excited by a single photon
is signicantly less than ~!=Egap. The concept of an 'eective energy gap' is
introduced for collective electronic excitation, which can be applied to estimate
the free electron density after high-intensity VUV laser pulse irradiation.
For metals, experimentally observed spectra of emitted photons from irra-
diated aluminum can be explained well with our results. At the characteristic
time of a photon emission due to radiative decay of L shell hole (t < 60 fs),
the distribution function of the electrons is not yet fully thermalized. This dis-
tribution consists of two main branches: low energy distribution as a distorted
Fermi-distribution, and a long high energy tail. Therefore, the experimentally
observed spectra demonstrate two dierent branches of results: the one ob-
served with L shell radiation emission reects the low energy distribution,
the Bremsstrahlung spectra reects high energy (nonthermalized) tail. The
comparison with experiments demonstrated a good agreement of the calcu-
lated spectra with the experimentally observed ones.
For the irradiation of semiconductor with low energy photons (visible light),
a statistical model named the "extended multiple rate equation" is proposed.
Based on the earlier developed multiple rate equation, the model addition-
ally includes the interaction of electrons with the phononic subsystem of the
lattice and allows for the direct determination of the conditions for crystal
damage. Our model eectively describes the dynamics of the electronic sub-
system, dynamical changes in the optical properties, and lattice heating, and
the results are in very good agreement with experimental measurements on
the transient reectivity and the uence damage threshold of silicon irradiated
with a femtosecond laser pulse.
Zusammenfassung
Diese Dissertation beschreubt theoretische Untersuchungen zur Hochen-
ergiedeposition in Materie. Die Schwerpunkte liegen auf den elektronischen
Anregungen sowie den Relaxationsprozessen auf ultrakurzen Zeitskalen. En-
ergiedeposition durch ultrakurze (Femtosekunden) Laserpulse hoher Intensi-
tat oder durch schnelle schwere Ionen haben einige Gemeinsamkeiten: Die
beobachtbaren Materialveranderungen sind das Resultat diverser Prozesse auf
verschiedenen Zeitskalen.
Zuerst regen Photoabsorption bzw. Ioneneinschlag, auf einer subfemtosekun-
den Zeitskala das elektronische System an. Diese angeregten Elektronen pro-
pagieren, verteilen ihre Energie untereinander, und erzeugen Sekundärelektro-
nen; dies geschieht typischerweise innerhalb von Femtosekunden. Innerhalb
von zehn bis hundert Femtosekunden sind die angeregten Elektronen in der
Regel thermalisiert. Der Energieaustausch mit den Gitteratomen dauert bis zu
zehn Pikosekunden. Die Gittertemperatur kann den Schmelzpunkt erreichen,
danach kühlt sich das Material ab und rekristallisiert, wobei es experimentell
beobachtbare Nanostrukturen formen kann.
Die Ergebnisse eines jeden Schrittes stellen die Startbedingungen für den
folgendem Schritt dar. Will man den nalen Phasenubergang und die Bildung
von Nanostrukturen beschreiben, muss man daher alle Schritte von Beginn an
durchlaufen.
Diese Arbeit konzentriert sich auf die frühen Stadien der Energiedissipation
nach der Deposition in den elektronischen Subsystemen des angeregten Ma-
terials. Verschiedene Modelle, anwendbar für unterschiedliche Anregungen,
werden vorgestellt: Ich beginne mit hochenergetischer Anregung (Elektronen
mit mehrer keV Energie), beschäftige mich mit dem mittleren Energiebereich
(100 eV) und letztendlich der Elektronenanregung mit wenigen eV (sichtbares
Licht). Die Ergebnisse werden mit experimentellen Beobachtungen verglichen.
Für die hochenergetische Materialanregung durch Bestrahlung mit schnellen
schweren Ionen wird die klassische "Asymptotical Trajectory Monte-Carlo
(ATMC) Methode" verwendet. Mit ihr wird die Anregung von Elektronen
durch den Einschlag von Projektilen, die anfängliche Dynamik der Elektro-
nen, die Erzeugung von Sekundärelektronen und die Auger Redistribution der
Löcher beschrieben.
Es wird gezeigt, dass sich durch die Elektronenpropagation eine deutlich
hervortretende Anregungsfront im elektronischen und ionischen Subsystem
bildet. Dabei kann die Elektronenpropagation nicht mit Modellen beschrieben
werden, die auf Diusionsmechanismen basieren (z.B. Parabolische Wärmed-
iusionsgleichung).
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Für groÿere Zeitskalen berechne ich die Thermalisierungszeit der Elektro-
nen. Diese gelten als thermalisiert, wenn die Elektronen- und Energiepropaga-
tion von ballistisch zu dius überwechselt. Nachdem die Elektronen thermal-
isiert sind, kann man das Zwei Temperatur Modell verwenden. Die Weiter-
verarbeitung der MC Ergebnisse im Zwei Temperatur Modell wird dargestellt
und erläutert. Die Ergebnisse dieser Kombination zeigen, dass die Ionisierung
von Sekundärelektronen eine sehr wichtige Rolle für den Spurbildungsprozess
spielt. Sie führen zu einem zusatzlichen Term in der Wärmediusionsgleichung,
der sich auf die im Subsystem der Löcher gespeicherte Energie bezieht. Die
Ernegiespeicherung verursacht eine signikante Verzögerung der Aufheizung
und verlängert die Zeitskalen um mehrere Dutzend Pikosekunden.
Für die mittleren Anregungsenergien (XUV-VUV Laserpulsanregung von
Materialien) verwende ich Monte-Carlo Simulationen, die an notwendigen Stellen
modiziert und erweitert wurden, um die elektronische Bandstruktur sowie das
Pauli Prinzip fur die Elektronen im Leitungsband einzubeziehen.
Ich verwende diese neue Methode für Halbleiter und Metalle am Beispiel
von Quarz, bzw. Aluminium. Es wird wird gezeigt, dass für Halbleiter die
endgültige kinetische Energie der freien Elektronen weit unter der vom Laser
bereitgestellten Energie liegt. Dies liegt daran, dass Energie aufgewendet wer-
den muss, um das Ionisierungspotenzial zu überwinden.
Es stellte sich heraus, dass die endgültige Elektronenzahl, die durch durch
ein einzelnes Photon angeregt wird deutlich unter ~!=Egap liegt. Das Konzept
der eektiven Bandlücke wird fur kollektive elektronische Anregungen einge-
führt. Es kann verwendet werden um die Dichte freier Elektronen nach der
Bestrahlung mit hochintensiven VUV Laserpulsen abzuschätzen.
Experimentell beobachtete Photoemissionsspektren von bestrahltem Alu-
minium können durch unsere Ergebnisse gut erklärt werden. Zur charakteris-
tischen Zeit der Photoemission durch strahlenden Zerfall eines L-Schalen Lochs
(t < 60 fs), ist die Verteilungsfunktion der Elektronen noch nicht vollständig
thermalisiert. Die Verteilungsfunktion besteht aus zwei Hauptbereichen: Eine
Verteilung niedriger Energie in Form einer deformierten Fermiverteilung und
einem langen Hochenergieausläufer. Darum zeigen die beobachteten Spek-
tren zwei Bereiche: der eine, beobachtet mit L-Schalen Emission, spiegelt
die Verteilung niedriger Energie wider, das Bremsstrahlungsspektrum reek-
tiert den (nicht thermalisierten) Hochenergieauslaufer. Der Vergleich zeigt
eine gute Übereinstimmung zwischen den berechneten und den experimentell
beobachteten Spektren.
Zur Modellierung der Bestrahlung von Halbleitern mit Photonen niedriger
Energie (sichtbares Licht), wird ein statistisches Modell vorgeschlagen, die
Erweiterte Multiple Ratengleichung. Basierend auf der früher entwickelten
Multiplen Ratengleichung, beinhaltet dieses Modell zusätzlich die Wechsel-
wirkung von Elektronen mit dem phononischen Subsystem des Gitters. Es er-
laubt, die Bedingungen für eine Schädigung des Kristalls direkt zu bestimmen.
Unser Modell beschreibt eektiv die Dynamik des elektronischen Subsystems
und der Kristallerwärmung. Die Resultate sind in sehr guter Übereinstim-
mung mit experimentellen Messungen der zeitabhängigen Reektivität und
dem Schadensschwellenwert der Fluenz von mit Femtosekunden Laserpulsen
bestrahltem Silizium.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
High energy deposition into materials by means of laser or swift heavy ion
beams is a subject of signicant interest from both, experimental and theoret-
ical points of view. Recent development of experimental techniques has led to
an essential progress in understanding of fundamental processes, which occurs
in irradiated solids (dielectrics, semiconductors and metals), in plasma, and
in warm dense matter - a transient state between solid and plasma states of
matter.
Experiments with lasers in the visible range have shown that the ultrashort
laser irradiation produces observable modications of the material surface, such
as the formation of nanobumps and the creation of molten regions [14]. With
the invention of femtosecond lasers, which have a pulse duration comparable to
characteristic times for processes in the electronic subsystem of the material,
nanometric spatial and femtosecond temporal scales have created new pos-
sibilities for nanotechnologies, micromachining and medical surgery. A high
potential for applications of intense femtosecond laser pulses (FLP) in applica-
tions have stimulated fundamental theoretical and experimental investigations
of strongly non-equilibrium states of matter [515]. The rst experiments with
the free-electron laser in Hamburg (FLASH), a laser that provides pulses of
femtosecond duration in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) to extreme ultraviolet
(XUV) energy regime, opened a pathway to promising new areas of fundamen-
tal research and technical applications [1620].
In this new range of photon energies that was not previously accessible by
experiments, there remains a lack of data about the primary response of the
material to irradiation. Therefore, theoretical investigations are necessary to
predict and interpret experimental observations. Such theoretical investiga-
tions must consider the range from the very rst energy absorption event to
the nal phase transitions and structural modications of the target.
Ultrashort laser pulses allow access to fundamental electronic processes
in the solid because the pulse duration is comparable to the characteristic
femtosecond timescale for collisional processes such as electron-electron in-
teractions and electron-lattice collisions. The kinetics of the excitation and
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relaxation of the target can be divided into a set of processes separated tem-
porally. Due to the mass dierence between electrons and ions, excitation of
the electronic subsystem by a laser pulse and the subsequent creation of second-
generation free electrons occurs much faster (some femtoseconds,  10 15 s,
or the duration of a pulse) [14, 21] than other processes such as energy ex-
change with the lattice and the cooling of excited electrons, which both take
up to  10 11 s [2227]. The processes in the electronic subsystem play a
fundamental role because they provide the initial conditions for subsequent
energy dissipation. Thus, these processes are of essential interest for all mate-
rial behaviour - from the initial light absorption to further energy dissipation
and the eventual phase transitions of the target in the form of melting or a
transformation to warm dense matter [5, 10, 14,23,24].
For the case of swift heavy ions (SHI), these peculiarities of ultrashort
temporal and nanosize spacial scales are even more pronounced and more im-
portant. SHI with energies higher than  1 MeV/amu and masses higher than
 20 proton masses stimulate structural and phase transformations in vicini-
ties of a few nanometers of their trajectories when penetrating various solids.
These eects occur in the electronic stopping regime, when the electronic en-
ergy loss of a projectile overcomes a threshold ( 2 5 keV/nm in dielectrics).
The radiation damage produced by elastic recoils is orders of magnitude too
low to provide the observed structural modications in tracks [2835].
Spatial anisotropy, nanometric spatial and subpicosecond temporal scales,
as well as extremely high excitation of materials in SHI tracks supply with
new tools for nanotechnologies [31,36] and give new abilities for investigations
of strongly non-equilibrium states of matter [3747]. Strong deviations from
the equilibrium in excited SHI tracks can result in pathways of the relaxation
kinetics which may be hardly described by ordinary macroscopic models based
on local equilibrium conceptions [38, 45, 46]. Furthermore, analytical descrip-
tions of the track kinetics usually neglect eects of holes created in dierent
atomic shells during ionization of a media by a projectile. In addition to a high
energy accumulated in these holes, their decay leads to creation of secondary
generations of electrons and holes that aects considerably the kinetics of the
electronic subsystem in the track.
In both cases, FLP and SHI irradiation of matter, the material transforma-
tions can be characterized by the fact, that initially the electronic subsystem
is excited to high energies, and only then the lattice is heated by the elec-
trons. One can expect certain similarities in both cases: the excited electronic
subsystem should behave similarly on ultrashort timescales. This electronic
behaviour and energy exchange with a lattice dene the following material
transformations.
The dissertation is arranged in three main parts, preceded by the general
description of the statistical methods used. These three parts are ordered
according to the level of excitation of a solid after the energy deposition: high
energy ( keV) electron excitation regime, intermediate electron excitations
3( 100 eV), and low energy electron dynamics (a few eV energies). Each of
these energy regimes has its own peculiarities that have to be included in an
adequate model.
The rst part (chapters 3 and 4) is focused on the SHI irradiation of in-
sulators. There we are interested in the high energies of electronic excitations
(up to several tens of keV). At so high energies, the semiclassical descriptions
are working well, therefore, we will give an overall description of the meth-
ods used in there and following chapters (chapters 3 to 6). We will present a
Monte-Carlo (MC) approach for SHI irradiation, and compare the results with
experiments. All cross-sections applied in the work are described in these chap-
ters and discussed in more detail in the Appendix. This part is accomplished
by presenting the combination of the MC approach with the two temperature
model (TTM) and discussion of the advantages of this combined MC-TTM
approach.
In the second part (chapters 5 and 6) we focus on the description of an
excitation of the electronic subsystem of materials in ultrashort timescales by
intermediate energies (in the order of  100 eV). We consider the excitation
with FLP in VUV-XUV photon energy range, as they are produced in the
new experimental facility FLASH - free electron laser in Hamburg, Germany.
For this purpose, we have developed an advanced MC code, which describes
the excitation and relaxation processes in terms of single particles. Here we
give a brief description of a standard MC modeling and extend the MC ap-
proach to account for density of states (DOS) of a particular material and for
such quantum eects as Pauli blocking. We describe important peculiarities
of the description of the electronic subsystem in the energy range of tens of
electronvolts. In the analysis of the results for semiconductors, we introduce
a concept of an eective energy gap (EEG), which allows for simple estima-
tion of the number of excited electrons per absorbed photon. Later we give
a description of metals, where we show its dierence as compared to the case
of semiconductors. For both kinds of materials, we analyze an inuence of
the material and the laser pulse properties on the resulting electron behavior.
Also, comparisons with experimental results are presented there.
The third and last part (chapter 7) is maintaining an extended multiple
rate equation (EMRE), a model proposed to describe irradiation of semicon-
ductors or dielectrics with visible light, which means that electrons are excited
to energies of a few eV only. The EMRE, being a numerical realization of
the kinetic equation, combines the simplicity of rate equation systems with a
tracing of the nonequilibrium electronic distribution. The dierence from the
usual thermodynamical models (as Two Temperature Model) are discussed,
and the comparison with experiments is presented.
The partial summaries and conclusions are given within the chapters, and
the general overview of the thesis is presented in chapter 8. Finally, the Ap-
pendix discusses cross-sections chosen for the MC modeling, presents some
alternatives for the cross-sections and important features of the algorithms.
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Chapter 2
General aspects of statistical methods
Statistical methods of calculations are one of the most important methods
used to describe the many-body systems when some element of randomness
is present  if a behavior of the system cannot be predetermined (due to a
complexity of a system under investigation). From this point of view, we can
divide all events into two general classes: events with a stable result, and
events with a random result [48].
The rst one, the stable results, means that the results will be denitely re-
produced if the experiment/observation is repeated under the same conditions.
For example, water is always boiling at 100o C temperature, if the atmospheric
pressure is 760 mmHg.
In contrast, an element of randomness creates an unpredictability of any
particular experiment; experiments repeated under the same condition can
give dierent results. This, for instance, is realized in throwing a dice, or in a
lottery. This element of randomness signicantly changes the scientic interest
in such processes: one cannot determine the result of any particular throw of a
dice, but can nd the full set of possible results and the frequency of repetition
of any result in a row of experiments, thus, the probability of the result.
The element of randomness is present in problems of a particle transport
through a matter: a free path of a particle between sequential collisions, a
transferred energy in the collisions, a number of particles reected or emitted
at the surface, they are not predened. Thus, experimentally, the number of
emitted particles detected during the measurement is varying from one ex-
periment to another. However, the distribution of particles is experimentally
reproducible. The distribution describes a probability to nd a particle of a
certain kind (i.e. a particle with an energy within a given interval, a claster of
particles of a given size etc.). Theoretical consideration of such processes also
focuses on the probabilities, or distributions, of the results.
In this chapter we will discuss the methods that will be used further on in
this work. At rst, we will show the hierarchy of the statistical methods by
means of how detailed information about the system can be extracted using the
particular method. We will pay a special attention to the Monte-Carlo method,
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which will be used in following chapters 3-6. The method used in chapter 7 is a
numerical realization of a simplied kinetic equation. At the end of the present
chapter, we will give a few general denitions of distributions frequently used
in this work, namely, a) the Poisson distribution used to describe scattering of
particles on randomly placed scattering centers; b) the Gaussian distribution,
which is used to reproduce the laser pulse intensity as a set of photons. We
will discuss the connections of this distributions to random numbers, which
will be used in the Monte-Carlo method of simulation of particle transport.
2.1 Hierarchy of statistical methods
The commonly used methods can be classied as follows:
1. The method of individual collisions. This method uses detailed descrip-
tions of every single event occurring with every single particle in the
system. Realization of an event depends on processes involved; at each
particular simulation it is dened by the generated random numbers. As
a result of such simulations, one obtains the full information about ev-
ery particle involved. Then, repeating the simulation to get statistically
trustful results, one can extract the nal distributions of the particles
in space of coordinates-momenta-time. The methods are known as the
Monte-Carlo (MC) methods [49].
2. The method of condensed (or extended) collisions. This method traces
every single particle individually, but now the trajectory of the particle
is constructed as a polygonal path, at each part of it between sequential
kinks a number of collisions take a place. This is possible, taking into
account that most of the scattering events for charged particles occur
at large impact parameters and, thus, do not change signicantly the
trajectory and the energy of the particle. This method is less precise than
the previous one, however, it can signicantly save the computational
power. At the end, again, the statistically averaged distributions can be
obtained. This class of methods are also considered as the Monte-Carlo
methods [49].
3. The kinetic equations. This class of methods is based on the Liouville
equation. The particles are already distributed in space and momenta,
and individual particles do not enter the calculations. Instead, the meth-
ods operate with the distribution functions, tracing a change of distribu-
tions in every space point. Dierent simplications of the Liouville equa-
tion lead to the Bogoliubov-Born-Green-Kirkwood-Yvon (BBGKY) hier-
archy [50], Boltzmann kinetic equation [51], Fokker-Planck equation [52].
4. The thermodynamic equations. This class of the equation is dealing with
physical values already averaged with the distribution functions. Nor
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particles, neither their distributions enter the equations. These methods
allow to trace changes in the experimentally observable values (temper-
ature, pressure, volume) without looking at the detailed description of
processes occurring with individual particles [53]. Here comes the con-
nection between actual statistical methods and the methods with stable
results.
Of course, the precision of the results obtained with each dierent method
and its limits of validity depend on the particular realized model.
In the present work, chapters 3-6 use the Monte-Carlo method according
to the method of individual collisions. Chapter 7 proposes a numerical model,
which relies on the Boltzmann equation, and, thus, can be classied as belong-
ing to the kinetic methods.
2.2 On the Monte-Carlo methods
The name "Monte-Carlo" was proposed by N. Metropolis and S.M. Ulam [54].
Since 40th of XX century, the method found a great amount of applications
in dierent elds of physics, astronomy, numerical mathematics, economics,
biology, social science, business.
It should be noted, that there is no single Monte Carlo method. Instead, the
term describes a large and widely-used class of approaches, which use random
inputs during the simulations. The most general idea of the algorithm can be
formulated as follows:
1. Dene a domain of all possible inputs.
2. Choose inputs randomly from this domain, using a certain specied prob-
ability distribution.
3. Perform a deterministic computation using this selected inputs.
4. Average the results of the individual computations to obtain the nal
result.
The Monte-Carlo methods are so widely and interdisciplinary used because
of their advantages, namely, a) the simplicity from the mathematical point of
view: the method doesn't require writing of complicated equations, instead it
requires only knowing the elementary processes going on in the system [55]; b)
the computational stability: since the method consists only of a huge amount
of repetition of similar iterations and averaging the obtained results, there is
no problem of stability, which is typical for the solution of dierential equa-
tions; c) an easy applicability to dierent initial and boundary conditions [49].
Algorithms in the framework of the Monte-Carlo methods are usually quite
transparent.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic picture of a typical MC algorithm modeling electron
transport. Solid white boxes denote calculations to be performed; double-lined
yellow boxes show a stochastic sampling of a random parameter; choice to be
made is in the diamond-shaped green box with two possible choices shown in
arrows "yes" and "no" in the algorithm tree. The calculations stop when the
choice reaches the END-box.
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Fig.2.1 shows an example of the algorithm modeling electron transport
trough a solid. It starts from initial conditions (dening the starting time
of the electron being traced, its energy Ee, momentum and coordinates).
Then, one has to calculate the total cross-section of scattering of this elec-
tron tot(Ee) =
P
i(Ee). Note, that this box of the scheme itself may contain
a number of internal blocks: one has to dene all the possible processes and the
corresponding cross-sections i (comparing the electron energy to all ioniza-
tion potential of the target atoms, and choosing only possible processes). After
that, one meets the rst stochastic choice to be made, after one has dened
the realized free ight distance l =   ln()l0 based on the calculated mean free
path l0. The details about the procedure are given in the next section and in
the following chapters for each particular realization of the algorithm; here I
give only a schematic picture.
Dening then the free ight time t = l=ve (where ve is the electron velocity),
one has to nd whether this time is still within our time of analysis ta, or the
next collision occurs too late and, thus, must not be included in the modeling.
In case if the time is within the time of interest, we shall follow the electron
further. At the next step, the kind of the process should be dened: elastic
scattering on atom (in which the total kinetic energy of the colliding partners
is conserved), or inelastic ionization process (which spends a part of the kinetic
energy to overcome the ionization potential of an atomic electron to be ionized).
Here we meet another choice, and further shall follow one of the branches of
the algorithm: either modeling elastic or inelastic path.
In case of an elastic collision, one has to calculated the transferred energy
dE via scattering angle (or vice versa), and change the parameters of the elec-
tron: its kinetic energy, coordinates, momentum, and go back to the starting
point to repeat the whole algorithm with these new initial conditions. If the
collision is inelastic, then there is one more intermediate step among those for
the elastic case: one has to model how this process occurs. For this, we must
sample which shell of an atom is ionized, and calculate the transferred energy
to the electron, accounting for the ionization potential. Further, one should
follow the same path as for the elastic case. Also, in a good algorithm, the
second ionized electron must be included into the array of primary electrons,
and to be followed in all its kinetics in the same manner, applying the same
algorithm with its own initial conditions.
I would like to emphasis once again, that this is only one of many possible
ways to construct a MC algorithm. Depending on a precision required in
the model, the number of stochastic choices (random values involved1) can
dier, the pathways may be diversied, or other processes can be included.
The more connections between dierent values are included, the less random
numbers are needed in the algorithm. For example, the scattering angle and
1Note, that here and further in the Dissertation, the random numbers are assumed to
be uniformly distributed in the interval [0,1), unless indicated dierent limits or dierence
distribution law
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the transferred energies can be given as independent random values [48]; on
the other hand, one can account for the fact that they are interconnected, and
calculating only one of them is enough to dene the other one. Accounting
for all possible connections would, in principle, lead to an absence of random
numbers involved, which turns the Monte-Carlo scheme into an exact solution
of the equations of motion (like Molecular Dynamic simulations).
2.3 Poisson distribution, particle scattering on random cen-
ters
Let us consider a bunch of particles with a ux  penetrating through a matter,
consisting of randomly placed atoms. Now, let atoms be rigid balls with a
cross-section , and the density of atoms is n0. If the particle collides with an
atom, the particle disappears from the bunch. Thus, the ux will be a random
function of the depth (x): after each collision the number of particle in the
ux is decreasing by one (x + x) = (x)   Q(x), where Q(x) is the
number of scattered particles per unit time per depth x. The particles are
scattering the more often, the more particles are in the bunch, the bigger the
atoms are, and the more of these atoms are in the matter, thus, Q(x) =
(x)n0x.
The ratio of the number of collision to the number of incoming particles is
thus
Q(x)
(x)
= n0x =
x
l0
; (2.1)
where l0 = 1=(n0) is called a mean free path of the particle.
Taking the limit of x ! 0, we obtain the dierential equation for the
ux:
(x+x)  (x)
x
! d(x)
dx
=  (x)
l0
; (2.2)
The solution of this equation is
(x) = 0 exp( x=l0) ; (2.3)
where 0 = (0). Therefore, the probability to travel the distance x without
a scattering for a particle is written as follows:
P (x) =
(x)
0
= exp( x=l0) : (2.4)
In the framework of the MC method, any probability is replaced by the
random number, dierent for every event. Thus, replacing the probability
P (x) by a random number  from (0; 1] , we obtain the following free path
traveled until collision:
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x =  l0 ln() : (2.5)
This Eq.(2.5) will be often used in the following chapters.
Calculating now the mean free path of a particle by the denition
< l >=
Z 1
0
x
dP (x)
dx
dx = l0 : (2.6)
we prove that the value l0 = 1=(n0) introduced above indeed has a meaning
of the mean traveled distance of a particle between collisions [48].
2.4 Gaussian distribution
Here we will not devise the gaussian distribution and the central limit theorem,
which can be found in any textbook of probability theory (see i.e. [56]). We
will start from the known gaussian distribution, and show the connection to
the random numbers, which is used later in MC simulations.
Let's write the two gaussian distributions:
wx(x) =
1

p
2
exp

  x
2
22

; wy(y) =
1

p
2
exp

  y
2
22

; (2.7)
where 2 is a dispersion of the gaussian.
The probability that a point ~r is in the area da = dxdy is then
P (~r 2 ds) = 1
22
exp

 x
2 + y2
22

dxdy : (2.8)
Transferring it to the polar coordinates, we have
P (~r 2 ds) = 1
22
exp

  
2
22

dd ; (2.9)
since dd = da = dxdy. Thus, the probabilities for  and  can be written
separately as follows:
P() =
1
2
exp

  
2
22

d ; 0 <  <1
P() =
1
2
d ; 0 <  < 2 : (2.10)
Replacing the probabilities with the random numbers  (index 1 and 2 note
that the numbers are dierent), we have
 = 
p
 2 log 1 ;
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 = 22 : (2.11)
Transferring equations 2.11 back to the Cartesian system, we obtain two
independent equations, each of which gives the connection between the two
random numbers 1;2 2 (0; 1] to a point on the gaussian distribution:
x = x0 +  cos = x0 + 
p
 2 log 1 cos (22) ;
y = y0 +  sin = y0 + 
p
 2 log 1 sin (22) : (2.12)
where now the central point (x0 and y0) of a gaussian is introduced [48].
These Eqs. 2.12 will be used in chapters 5 and 6 for modeling the laser
intensity prole (determine the temporal prole of the density of photons).
Chapter 3
Electron kinetics in SHI tracks in
dielectrics
As it was mentioned in the introduction, the Monte-Carlo methods are best
applicable for absolutely uncorrelated systems of particles. This assumes a
weak interaction between particles in the system under consideration and a
negligibly small inuence of quantum eects. These conditions are perfectly
fullled for the case of highly excited electrons in a dielectric, when the absence
of free-electrons provides the absence of correlated interactions between excited
particles, while high energies allow to neglect quantum eects, like Pauli's
exclusion principle and other correlation eects.
Thus, we will start from constructing a Monte-Carlo method for the case
of high energy electrons in dielectrics. Within this chapter we will show how
the Monte-Carlo algorithms can be constructed for the description of particle
transport in solids, which processes must be considered, how they can be
treated within the Monte-Carlo concept, and what are the limits of validity of
such approximations. Finally, we will come to the application of the method
to a real system and compare the results to experimental data. This chapter
reproduces the Ref. [57].
3.1 Introduction to a Swift Heavy Ion beams physics
Swift heavy ions (SHI) with energies higher than  1 MeV/amu and masses
higher than  20 proton masses stimulate structural and phase transforma-
tions in nanometric vicinities of their trajectories when penetrating various
solids. These eects occur in the electronic stopping regime, when the elec-
tronic energy loss of a projectile overcomes a certain threshold ( 2 - 5 keV/nm
in dielectrics), while the radiation damage produced by elastic recoils (nuclear
stopping) is orders of magnitude too low to provide the observed structural
modications in tracks [2835].
Spatial anisotropy, nanometric spatial and subpicosecond temporal scales,
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as well as extremely high excitation of materials in SHI tracks supply with
new tools for nanotechnologies [31,36] and give new abilities for investigations
of strongly non-equilibrium states of matter [3741, 4347]. Strong deviations
from the equilibrium in excited SHI tracks can result in pathways of the relax-
ation kinetics which may be hardly described by ordinary macroscopic models
based on local equilibrium conceptions [38, 45, 46]. Furthermore, analytical
descriptions of the track kinetics usually neglect eects of holes created in dif-
ferent atomic shells during ionization of a media by a projectile. In addition to
a high energy accumulated in these holes, their decay leads to creation of sec-
ondary generations of electrons and holes that aects considerably the kinetics
of the electronic subsystem in a track.
Numerical simulations can provide detailed information [15, 49, 55, 5866]
necessary for adequate description of the kinetics of the electronic subsystem of
a solid in the nanometric vicinity of the SHI trajectory. In the present work we
apply Monte-Carlo simulations focused on the description of the early stage of
the electronic kinetics in wide band gap dielectrics irradiated with swift heavy
ions decelerated in the electronic stopping regime. These simulations cover the
time interval from the moment of ion impact up to the typical timescales of
radiative decays of holes in K shells of target atoms ( 30 fs). In addition
to the initial spatial distribution of the energy deposited by the projectile,
the investigations concentrate also on descriptions of the kinetics of spatial
and temporal distributions of (a) excited free electrons having dierent mo-
menta and energies as well as holes in dierent atomic shells, and (b) energy
transferred into the lattice on these timescales.
We identify the processes governing the relaxation kinetics of the electronic
subsystem in SHI tracks by a comparison of numerical results with those ob-
tained in the spectroscopy experiments determining intensities of KLn radia-
tive transitions in irradiated silica [40,41]. The importance of the interatomic
Auger (Knotek-Feibelman) processes [6769] for this relaxation is an unex-
pected result of the comparison.
We demonstrate furthermore a spatial propagation of the excitation front in
the electronic and ionic subsystems from the projectile trajectory. We nd high
concentrations of holes in dierent atomic shells and high energy accumulated
in these holes at times up to 10 fs. This indicates that models based on
assumptions of the local equilibrium can be hardly applied to the femtosecond
temporal scales of relaxation of the electronic subsystem in nanometric SHI
tracks in dielectrics. 
3.2 Monte-Carlo method
We use the Asymptotical Trajectory Monte-Carlo (ATMC) method [49,55,59]
with the Binary Collision Approximation (BCA) for description of both elastic
and inelastic scattering of a swift heavy projectile as well as for the description
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of free electrons generated due to ionizations of the target atoms. In the frame-
work of this method SHI and free electrons were treated as point-like particles
having well-dened trajectories. For SHIs with energies Eion > 1 MeV/amu
this approximation is always valid. For electrons the approximation requires
energies higher than Ee  100 eV [49, 5860, 65], however, the method is also
used for lower energies of electrons [15,49, 5861,65, 66]. As it will be demon-
strated below, the classical treatment of electrons cannot aect considerably
the energy relaxation in a track on femtosecond timescales, because on these
timescales low energy electrons accumulate only a negligible part of the excess
energy of the electronic subsystem transferred from the projectile.
In the algorithm applied here [15,58], the velocities of primary free electrons
generated due to ionizations produced by a projectile are determined at the
rst step of the simulation. Then, spatial spreading of these electrons and their
elastic and inelastic scattering on atoms resulting in appearance of new free
electrons are calculated event by event. At the same time we simulate Auger
decays, which lead to redistribution of holes and creation of new secondary
electrons. Modeling of elastic scattering of free electrons with atoms yields the
energy transferred to the target lattice. Finally, averaging over the obtained
ensembles gives the spatial distribution of electrons, holes, and their energies.
The program runs many times to gain statistically trustful results.
3.2.1 Target and projectile
A solid dielectric target is assumed here as a uniform and randomly arranged
distribution of atoms [15, 49, 55, 5866]. The investigated times ( 10 fs) are
too short for appearance of collective lattice oscillations and lattice atoms are
presented in the model as dynamically independent during their collisions with
a SHI and electrons [38,70]. We assume also that the target lattice initially does
not contain any defects, which cross-sections of interactions with free electrons
or a SHI dier from those of lattice atoms. Creation of new stable lattice defects
resulting from relaxation of electronic excitations is not considered in this
research because it needs much longer times than the timescales investigated
here (> 100 fs).
Because of high energies transferred to electrons from the projectile, we do
not take into account the dierence between excitations of target electrons to
the continuum or to the conduction band. The electronic band structure of
the target is not taken into account and at the beginning the target electrons
are considered as occupying atomic levels characterized by their ionization
potentials taken from [71].
We assume that only ionization of electrons from the atomic shells provides
the projectile energy losses in a dielectric target. This assumption is based
on (a) a lack of free electrons in the conduction band of dielectrics resulting
in negligible dynamical friction of SHI due to interaction with free electrons
as well as due to a plasmon creation in the conduction band [58, 60], (b)
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negligible stopping of a swift heavy ion due to elastic collisions with target
atoms, (c) absence of Cherenkov irradiation, (d) negligible Bremsstrahlung
irradiation from SHI as well as from excited electrons due to probabilities
orders of magnitude smaller than the probabilities of impact ionizations for
typical ion energies considered here [28].
Because of the heavy mass of a projectile (Mion >> me) and the perpen-
dicular incidence, its trajectory is assumed to be a straight line and cylindrical
geometry is applicable. For the calculations, the target is assumed to be a
layer with a thickness of 10 nm with periodical boundary conditions.
The probability of ionization of the projectile electrons having orbital ve-
locities higher than the SHI velocity is low due to adiabatic collisions of such
electrons with lattice atoms. Therefore, after a number of collisions, a pene-
trating SHI reaches the equilibrium charge state keeping only fast electrons.
The penetration depth when the projectile reaches the equilibrium charge state
is called an equilibration depth. The equilibrium charge can be described by
the Barkas formula [28,59,60,72]:
Z = Zion

1  exp

 Vion
V0
Z
 2=3
ion

; (3.1)
Here, Zion is the atomic number of the projectile; Vion is its velocity; V0 = c
is the Bohr velocity;  = 1=137 is the ne structure constant; and c is the
speed of light. The formula (3.1) is valid for homogeneous targets [72]. The
equilibration depth depends on the initial charge and velocity of the ion [73]
and typically does not exceed  100 nm [7476], which is much shorter than
the total penetration depth of SHIs in solids ( 100m ). We did not analyze
eects of this thin surface layer and assumed that along the trajectory the
projectile keeps the equilibrium charge depending on its velocity.
Silica (SiO2) is chosen for simulations as the target. It has the density  =
2.32 g/cm3 corresponding to the atomic density nt = 6:91022 1/cm3. Calcium
(Ca, Mion = 40mp; Zion = 20) with the initial energies Eion = 5 MeV/amu,
8 MeV/amu and 11.4 MeV/amu is chosen as the projectile. Such energy cor-
responds to the parameters of UNILAC accelerator (GSI, Darmstadt) [40,41].
The velocity of this ion (Vion = 4:7107 m/s for Eion = 11.4 MeV/amu) is less
than the speed of light in silica (V SiO2c = 1:94108 m/s) resulting in absence of
Cherenkov emission, as it was assumed above. According to Eq.(3.1), such Ca
ions have the equilibrium positive charge Z = 18:74 resulting in energy losses
of Se = 2:66 keV/nm. A Ca ion with an energy of 455.6 MeV (11.4 MeV/amu)
can transfer an energy up to Emax = 24:8 keV to an electron. This maximum
energy Emax corresponds to the electron velocity V maxe = 9 107m=s < V SiO2c
which is also less that the speed of light in quartz.
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3.2.2 Ionization of atoms by a projectile
The following algorithm was used to obtain the parameters of collisions of
a swift heavy ion with target electrons. In our multi-component target, the
particular atom, with which the SHI is colliding, is chosen according to the
shortest prospective free path among those calculated for all atomic species.
Therefore, rst, the path lengths between sequential collisions of the projectile
and atoms of dierent species are calculated for the prospective collision. Sec-
ond, the kind of a target atom is selected, and the impact parameter for the
SHI collision with this atom is calculated. Finally, the quantum number and
coordinates are generated for all electrons of this atom. As a result, the impact
parameters for each electron of the atom and transferred energy to the atomic
electrons interacting with the projectile during this collision are determined.
The atom is considered to be ionized (and an electron to be free), when the
calculated transferred energy exceeds the ionization potential for the analyzed
electron. Otherwise, we conclude that no ionization occurs and no energy is
transferred to this electron from the projectile.
In a homogenous target the distribution of the free path lengths lion between
collisions of SHI with the -th kind of atom (Si or O for our case) is described
by the Poisson law giving the following dependence of the prospective free
paths lion on random values  [49,55,59] uniformly distributed in the interval
(0,1]:
lion =   ln()l0 ; (3.2)
The mean free path can be written as l0 = c0(n)
 1 , where  is the
total cross section of scattering of a SHI on an  th atom; n is the volume
density of such atoms; and c0 is the tting parameter taking into account
the experimental scattering data for the used target [59, 60]. It should be
noted that the mean free path should not dier signicantly from the mean
interatomic distance of the material.
Other methods of tting of lion based on dierent variations of the colli-
sion cross-sections can also be applied. For example, it is possible to t the
impact parameter or its dierent combinations with the mean free path. We
have analyzed such dierent methods. They gave the same results for the ion
energy losses. Only small dierences in the initial distributions of low energy
electrons from the rst generation of the free electrons were found. However,
any dierences vanish during relaxation already on subfemtosecond timescales.
It was assumed that because of the short time (< 0.01 fs) of SHI interaction
with a lattice atom, binary collisions of the ion with atomic electrons occur
momentary when the distance between the projectile and the atomic nucleus
is minimal (the Asymptotical Trajectory method [49,55,59]). The coordinates
of atomic electron depend on the principle quantum number of the shell this
electron belongs to. Due to the degeneracy of the atomic level, a number of
electrons occupy the selected shell.
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To describe the interaction between the projectile and an electron, we use a
simplied semi-classical description. The underlying assumptions restrict the
velocity of a projectile Vion >> Z
2=3
a V0 [28, 30, 33] and agree with the require-
ments of ATMC. The a-posteriori analysis of the obtained results conrms
that the application of our comparably simple but computationally advanta-
geous model is reasonable because small dierences in the initial ionizations
eliminated by relaxation processes in the exited electronic subsystem already
on femtosecond scales (see the Results section).
Figure 3.1: a) Scheme of the interaction of SHI with a target atom.
The ion velocity vector Vion belongs to the Z axis perpendicular to
the gure plane. b) The kinematic scheme of the collision. Primed
values correspond to the center-of-mass system. Nonprimed values
correspond to the laboratory system.
According to this model the impact parameter bje between the projectile
and j th electron of the selected atom (j = 1; :::; Z, where Z is the atomic
number of the  th kind of atom) is xed by the distance bion between the
projectile and the nucleus of the selected atom and the planar coordinates
xje; y
j
e of this electron [59] (see Fig. 1a):
bje =
q
(xje)2 + (y
j
e)2
xje = bion cosi + r
j
e cos
j
e (3.3)
yje = bion sini + r
j
e sin
j
e;
where rje = a0(n
j
)
2=Z is the Bohr radius of j th electron; and nj is its
principal quantum number. The angle i, xing the position of the  th
atom with respect to x axis (Fig. 1a), is chosen as a random value ranging
in the interval (0; 2]. The angle je lying in the (X,Y)-plane determines the
position of j th electron on its orbit at the moment of collision. This angle
is xed by the random value within (0; 2]. All electrons of the atom are
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analyzed, i.e. the index j changes from 1 to Z. In Eq. (3.3) and below in
this section the index  is omitted because of similarity of the formulae for all
kinds of atoms.
For the assumed homogeneous distribution of target atoms, the impact
parameter bion realized in the traced collision of the ion with the selected atom
was dened by the randomly generated value i [59] as follows
i = P (bion) =
Z bion
0
2bdb=(b2max) = b
2
ion=b
2
max ; (3.4)
Here P (bion) is the probability of the impact parameter value to be less
then bion. It is commonly assumed that in the homogeneous model, bmax is
restricted by the interatomic distance: b2max = n
 2=3
at = d
2
at [59], resulting in
the following dependence of the impact parameter on the random value i
bion =
p
idat=
p
 ; (3.5)
Eqs. (3.3) and (3.5) give the nal form of the impact parameter bje of the
traced collision between the projectile and j th electron on the Bohr orbit rje
of the selected atom
bion =
q
(
p
idat=
p
)2 + (rje)2 + 2(
p
idat=
p
)rje cos(i   je) ; (3.6)
According to the Eq. (3.6), the impact parameter bje(j = 1; :::; Z) of j th
electron is xed by (a) the random value i related to the distance bion from
the SHI trajectory to the nucleus of the selected atom which this j th electron
belongs to, and (b) the random angle (i   je) between the radius-vectors of
the nucleus of the selected atom and j th electron.
The assumption about the classical interaction between the projectile and
an electron results in the fact that the impact parameter bje unambiguously
determines the scattering angle je and the energy E
j
e transferred from the SHI
to the j th electron. The scattering angle measured in the center-of-mass
system (Fig. 1b) is determined by [77]
je = b
j
e
Z 1
rmin
dr
r2
"
1 

bje
r
2
  U(r)
E
# 1=2
; (3.7)
Here U(r) is the potential energy of interaction (e.g. Coulomb potential),
rmin is the shortest distance between SHI and the selected electron, and E =
Eionme=(Mion +me) is the projectile energy in the center-of-mass system.
Since the projectile is fast, dynamical screening eects cannot be estab-
lished during a collision (Vion > dat!p, where !p = (4nve2=me)1=2 is plasma
frequency of valence electrons with a density nv in a target). The dielectric
function of a media related to this collision tends to the unity ((!; k) ! 1)
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[7880] and the interaction potential can be written in the Coulomb form
U(r) = Ze2=r, where is the electron charge. In this case Eq. (3.7) gives
je = arccos
0@ Ze2=(2Ebje)q
1 +
 
Ze2=(2Ebje)
2
1A ; (3.8)
When the velocity of SHI is higher than the electron orbital velocity, the
electron scattering angle in the laboratory system je is equal to the angle 
j
e
in the center-of-mass system (Fig. 1.b). This scattering angle je is counted
from the z-axis and belongs to the plane specied by the ion velocity vector
and the position of j th electron:
je = arccos
0@ Ze2
2Eionb
j
e
Mion +me
me
"
1 +

Ze2
2Eionb
j
e
Mion +me
me
2# 1=21A ; (3.9)
The energy transferred to the electron is determined by this scattering
angle [58] as follows
Eje = Eion
4meMion
(Mion +me)2
cos2(je) =
4Eion
Mion
me
"
1 +
Mion
me
2
+

bje
a0
Eion
ZRy
2# 1
; (3.10)
Here Ry = e2=(2a0) = 13:6 eV is the Rydberg constant. Note, that at small
impact parameters, in accordance to the conservation law, Eq. (3.10) yields
the maximum of the transferred energy.
After the collision with the projectile the atomic electron was considered
as free when the transferred energy Eje exceeds the ionization potential of this
electron. The momentum of the emitted electron is uniquely determined by
the momentum conservation law taking into account the initial momentum of
the projectile and of the selected electron (the later is assumed as zero).
According to the assumption of momentary collisions of SHI with atoms,
spatial propagation of all emitted electrons from the selected ionized atom
starts at the same moment and ionization of any electron does not shift the
energy levels occupied by other electrons during the collision [8183]. Thus,
ionized electrons are treated as independent particles with independent energy
levels.
Because of the assumption of the equilibrium charge state of a penetrating
SHI, we do not take into account possible interactions of created free electrons
with this projectile such as capture or further ionization of SHI, uctuation of
charge or secondary scattering of free electrons with the projectile. Therefore,
Fermi shuttle processes or creations of convoy electrons [84, 85] are not taken
into account in the presented model.
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3.2.3 Spatial propagation of electrons and secondary ionization
When spreading through a target, free electrons generated by the projectile
create secondary ionizations resulting in appearance of new free electrons as
well as localized holes in dierent atomic shells. The kinetics of spatial prop-
agation of free electrons is mainly determined by elastic and inelastic interac-
tions of electrons with target atoms, interactions between free electrons, and
their attraction by the positively charged track core. Eciencies of these pro-
cesses depend on the achieved parameters characterizing the excited electronic
ensemble in the vicinity of SHI trajectory and their temporal and spatial evo-
lutions.
In the present model we neglect interactions between free electrons because
(a) the volume density of free electrons at distances larger than 0.5 nm from
the projectile trajectory in dielectrics becomes too low and (b) the kinetic and
potential energies are comparable only for slowest electrons ( 10 eV) located
in the nearest region to the trajectory at  10 fs, and accumulating only a
negligible part (< 5 %) of the energy lost by the projectile [15, 58, 6066].
Also, such slow electrons cannot produce new ionizations of atomic shells. For
the same reasons we do not take into account attraction between the posi-
tively charged track core and free electrons, which could aect only slow elec-
trons [15,58,6066]. Therefore, the trajectories of free electrons between colli-
sions with atoms and atomic electrons are considered as rectilinear. Collisions
of free electrons with atoms can be separated into two statistically indepen-
dent processes, which are described by independent cross sections: (a) elastic
collisions, which conserve the total kinetic energy of interacting particles, and
(b) inelastic collisions where this energy changes. Inelastic collisions result in
ionization of target atoms.
We neglected interactions of free electrons with already ionized atoms [15,
30, 49, 55, 5866]. Such interactions are possible only for such densities of free
electrons and ionized atoms which are comparable with the solid density. As
it was mentioned above such high densities are realized only in the nearest
vicinity of the projectile trajectory (a few angstroms) decreasing fast with
increasing distance from the projectile trajectory. Due to low volume densities
of free electrons we also do not take into account screening of the interaction
potential of the traced free electron with a target atom or target electron,
respectively, by other free electrons.
In order to calculate the scattering parameters of the traced collision of the
selected free electron we, rst, determine the realized mode of this collision
(kind of interacting atom, elastic vs inelastic, interacting atomic electron).
For this purpose, we use the algorithm similar to that applied for scattering
of the projectile i.e. we calculate stochastic free path lengths for all possible
scattering channels of the traced free electron and select the realized scattering
channel as that having the shortest free path in this statistical sampling.
The free paths of free electrons for ionization of  th atom as well as for
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elastic collisions are generated by a number of random values  uniformly
distributed in (0,1]:
l;e =   ln( )l;e;0 : (3.11)
Here  indicates an  th atom, l;e;0 is the path length for the collision with
a particle of kind  (symbol  = e emeans the collision with atomic electrons,
and  = e   a used for elastic collisions with atoms), l;e;0 = (n) 1 is the
mean free path for the collisions with a particle of kind , n is the volume
density of particles ,  is the total cross-section of interaction of the electron
with particle of kind .
The total cross-section of elastic scattering of a free electron with a target
atom is taken in the form proposed by Mott, see i.e. [49], as follows
e a = a20
Z(Z + 1)
c(c + 1)
Ry2
E2e
; (3.12)
Here, c is the screening parameter of the atom by its own electrons:
c = 1:7 10 5Z2=3

mec
2
2Ee
  1
 
1:13 + 3:76
Z2
2
mec
2
2Ee
s
1 +
mec2
Ee
!
:
(3.13)
Describing inelastic collisions, as it was mentioned above, we assume that
(a) only the ionization of the electrons with ionization potentials Ij smaller
than the kinetic energy of the traced free electron is possible, (b) the ionization
cross-section of a bound electron depends only on the ionization potential
[15, 49, 5866, 86], and (c), according to the classical limitations used, atomic
electrons are located in xed points of their orbits during the collision with a
free electron that restricts the energy of free electrons to Ee  meV 20 =2.
The cross-sections of ionization accomplished by the emission of j th elec-
tron of an  atom were calculated by Gryzinsky in Refs. [8688] as:
e e = 4a20

Ry
Ij
2 Ij
Ee

Ee   Ij
Ee + Ij
3=2
"
1 +
2
3
 
1  I

j
2Ee
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2:7 +
s
Ee
Ij
  1
!!#
: (3.14)
If all the prospective path lengths of the traced free electron for inelastic
collisions with atomic electrons are larger than those for elastic collisions with
atoms (l;e ae < (l
;e e
e )min) the current collision of the traced free electron
was considered as the elastic one. In this case the scattering angle  and the
scattering plane angle  were specied as random values ranging in (0; ] and
(0; 2], respectively. The transferred energy is unambiguously determined by
the angle . Because of the small mass ratio, the relative part of the energy
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transferred from free electrons to the lattice is small. However, this elastic
scattering (a) aects considerably the spatial spreading of free electrons by
changing their momenta and (b) results in initial lattice excitations at times
shorter than those of atomic vibrations.
In the opposite case (l;e ae > (l
;e e
e )min) the traced electron scatters on
the bound electron according to the shortest free path. The impact parameter
necessary for ionization of an atom by an electron is about 30 times smaller
than that for ionization by the projectile. Therefore, the probability of multiple
ionizations of an atom by an energetic free electron can be neglected in our
approach (more precise quantum-mechanical considerations of cross-sections
conrm this simple conclusion [65]).
The energy transferred to the bound electron during the atoms inelastic
interaction with the traced electron ranges in the interval [Ij; Ee] and is xed
by the stochastic choice of the impact parameter. The scattering angles are
determined by the energy and momentum conservation laws. The scattering
plane is given by a random angle  in the interval (0; 2].
Subsequent spatial propagation of secondary free electrons and their inter-
actions with target atoms are described in the same manner.
3.2.4 Auger processes
In addition to free electrons, ionization of target atoms results also in the
creation of holes in dierent atomic shells. Subsequent decay of these holes may
occur via radiative decay, intra-atomic Auger processes as well as inter-atomic
Auger (Knotik-Feibelman) processes at solid-like density of the target [6769].
These Auger processes change the distributions of holes in dierent atomic
shells and also increase the volume density of free electrons. Some of these
new electrons will have enough energy to further ionize atoms. New holes
appearing in deep atomic levels will generate new Auger cascades and radiative
decay processes.
The distribution of Auger decay times tau of  th kind of atom is described
by the Poisson law tau =   ln (au) . For intra-atomic Auger processes we
took the characteristic times  for dierent shells of Si and O atom from
the Ref. [89]. The electrons involved into the intra-Auger process of a xed
atom are chosen randomly from electrons of the upper atomic shells. The
kinetic energy of an escaping Auger-electron from the selected atomic shell is
determined by the dierence between the energy released due to lling of a
hole in the deeper shell and the ionization potential of this electron.
Inter-atomic Auger-process (Knotek-Feibelman) [6769] can be realized
only for solid-like densities of targets. Before this process both electrons, one
which lls the hole in the deeper shell and the other one being emitted, belong
to the upper shell of a neighbor atom located in the close vicinity of the atom
containing the hole. The interatomic Auger-processes are especially important
for atoms ionized by the projectile where multiple ionization results in a lack
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of electrons on the upper shells of such atoms. For our case of a SiO2 target,
the only considered process corresponds to a transition of electrons from the
L shell of oxygen atoms to holes in the L shell of neighboring silicon atoms.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no data available of the characteristic
time  of this inter-atomic Auger process. Thus, this time was used as the
second and last tting parameter of the model.
For radiative decays of holes a similar procedure was applied using the
characteristic times from Ref. [89]. However, we should note, that the radiative
decays do not play a role here, because their relative probability is  5% of
the probability of Auger process [89].
3.3 Results and discussions
3.3.1 Verification of the model
The energy losses of Ca ion (11.4 MeV/amu) in SiO2 calculated for c0 = 0:3
(see Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3)) are are in good agreement with the theoretical
Bethe-Bloch high energy limit [2832, 49, 59, 90, 91] and with the standard
codes SRIM-2008 [91] and CasP-4 [92]. The good agreement indicates that our
model describes the ion energy losses correctly, even for low ion energies where
it reaches its limits of validity.
A detailed analysis of the governing mechanisms of initial relaxation of the
electronic subsystem of the SiO2 in SHI track is made by comparison of our
numerical results with the experimental data presented in Refs. [40, 41]. In
these spectroscopy experiments ionization of deep shells of silicon atoms was
investigated by measuring intensities of radiative decays of K shell holes in
atoms having dierent numbers n of holes in L shell (KLn congurations).
Fig.3.2 demonstrates a very good agreement between the intensities of
the experimental KLn spectral lines for three dierent projectile energies (5
MeV/amu, 8 MeV/amu and 11.4 MeV/amu) and those calculated in the pre-
sented model. We use only one free parameter here, providing the best tting:
the characteristic time (60 fs) of the interatomic Auger (Knotek-Feibelman)
process in which a hole in the L shell of Si atom and electrons in L shell of
neighbor oxygen atoms are involved, as it was mentioned above (see sec. 3.2.4).
This time is close to that of radiative decay of a hole in K shell of a silicon
atom (30 fs). It is important to note, that it is not possible to reproduce the
presented experimental results without taking into account interatomic Auger
process. The systematic deviations between calculated and measured inten-
sities at n = 0 is observed, because only ionizations produced by a SHI are
included in Fig. 3.2. In a real system, a small fraction of K shell ionizations
with completely lled L shell (KL0) is produced also by fast electrons, as it
was discussed in Section 3.2 and will be included in Section 3.3.2.
To study the eects of dierent models of initial ionizations of a target
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Figure 3.2: Calculated and experimental [40,41] spectra of radiative
decays of holes in K-shell of Si atoms having also a number of holes
in L-shell. The data are presented for silica irradiated with Ca ions
with dierent energies (5 MeV/amu, 8 MeV/ amu and 11.4 MeV/
amu). The spectra are normalizaed to the total number of decays
of silicon atoms.
made by SHI on the subsequent electronic kinetics, we have applied the cross-
sections of multiple ionization by SHI, calculated in [93] instead of those cal-
culated in the framework of the presented semi-classical model. Fig. 3.3 shows
the comparison of the resulting intensities of KLn spectra together with the
experimental results. We see that already on the timescales of radiative decay
of K shell, i.e. on femtosecond timescales, dierences in the initial ionizations
are smoothed out to practically the same distributions of electronic congura-
tions (KLn spectra) which are in very good agreement with those observed
in experiments. Thus, eects of small dierences in the initial ionizations on
the electronic kinetics completely vanish due to intensive relaxation processes
at already a few femtoseconds after the projectile passage.
This good agreement between numerical and experimental results, together
with the calculated energy deposited by SHI as well as negligible eect of small
dierences in initial ionizations, conrm that the presented approach using a
semi-classical model with binary collisions provides a reasonable description of
the excitation and relaxation kinetics of the electronic subsystem of dielectrics
in SHI tracks.
3.3.2 The electronic kinetics
In the following we analyze in detail the electronic kinetics after impact of a
Ca ion having the energy Eion = 11:4 MeV/amu resulting in the energy losses
of Se = 2:66 keV/nm. Fig. 3.4 illustrates the radial dependences of the energy
densities of free electrons, of the total energy of holes (in all shells of both kinds
of atoms), and of the excess energy of the lattice at t = 10 fs after the projectile
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of the experimental [40, 41] KLn spectra
of silica irradiated with 11.4 MeV/amu Ca ions with those calcu-
lated in the framework of the presented semi-classical model and
quantum model of multiple ionization [93].
passage. We have to note that, due to the features of the Monte-Carlo method,
some statistical uctuations can be observed at spatial scales comparable with
the interatomic distance. The densities of electrons and ionized atoms in the
track core inside the radius  2:4 might be overestimated by up to about ten
percents [58,60] because we neglect interactions of free electrons with already
ionized atoms. Fig. 3.4 demonstrates that about 0.1 % of the excess energy of
free electrons is transferred to the lattice via binary collisions with atoms at a
time  10 fs which is much smaller than the time of atomic vibrations.
Fig. 3.5 presents the decrease of the total energy of free electrons due to
conversion of a part of their energy into the energy of holes in dierent atomic
shells. The kinetic energy of free electrons at the initial moment consists
about 82 % of the energy lost by the ion, while 18 % of this energy is spent
for ionization of atomic electrons. Already at t = 1 fs a considerable part
of free electron energy has been spent to overcome the ionization potential
during secondary impact ionization processes. At this time the kinetic energy
of electrons is  71:8 %, which means that about 28.2 % of the energy lost by
the projectile is spent to overcome the ionization potential and thus considered
to be contained in holes. At 10 fs after the projectile passage, potential energy
of holes amounts already 63 % of the total energy deposited by the projectile.
Therefore, models describing transformations of the excess electronic energy
after SHI passage (e.g. [37, 4547, 94]) should take into account redistribution
of the energy accumulated in holes.
It should be noted that the total energy accumulated in holes in K shells
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Figure 3.5: The temporal dependences of the total kinetic energy
of free electrons in SiO2 after the passage of a 455.6 MeV Ca ion.
consists only 1.7 % of the total energy of holes (or 1.16 % of the energy lost by
the projectile) at t = 1 fs. The main part of the potential energy is accumulated
in less energetic electronic vacancies. Energy release resulting from decay of
these low energy holes takes place at times from tens of femtoseconds (the
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shortest Auger process for L shell) to hundreds femto- to picoseconds (for
valence holes) after their appearance.
Figures 3.6.a and b show the transient distributions of the densities of
free electrons and their excess energy, respectively. The distributions have
well pronounced fronts moving out from the central region in the direction
perpendicular to the ion trajectory, revealing ballistic spatial propagation of
free electrons on femtosecond timescales.
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Figure 3.6: The spatial and temporal distributions of the densities
of a) free electrons and b) their energy in SiO2 after the passage of
455.6 MeV Ca ion.
The knowledge of the transient electronic density in the track enables us
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to estimate the eect of interactions among free electrons on their kinetics.
Indeed, the distance, at which the potential energy of interaction (Coulomb)
between free electrons reaches ten percent of their kinetic energy, can be es-
timated as le e = 10e2=Ee [95]. With this length we obtain a criterion to
estimate a maximal electronic densities, at which the interaction among free
electrons can still be neglected (ncre  l 3e e). For dierent characteristic elec-
tronic energies such critical densities are: ncre = 2:41020 cm 3 for Ee = 1 eV;
ncre = 2:4 1023 cm 3 for Ee = 10 eV; ncre = 2:4 1026 cm 3 for Ee = 100 eV.
From Fig. 3.6.a we conclude that for electrons with energies above 100 eV the
interaction among free electrons can always be neglected in description of the
electronic kinetics in SHI tracks. For electrons with energies in the range of 10
eV, this is true except, perhaps, the very central region of the track core (of few
angstroms) at ultrashort timescales. In contrast, for free electrons with lower
energies the eect of electron-electron interaction may play a role. However,
because these electrons accumulate only small part of the excess energy of the
excited electronic subsystem, we neglect this eect.
The spatial distribution of the average kinetic energy of free electrons is
shown in Fig. 3.7 for dierent instances of time after penetration of the projec-
tile. Averaging was done for all free electrons inside a cylindrical layer between
two neighboring points in the gure. The gure clearly shows that the fastest
electrons tend to spatial separation from the slowest ones. Fast electrons eject
from the track core already on femtosecond time-scales and bring out a part
of the excess energy. A peak of the average energy distribution occur at times
 10 fs in the central region, where the initially highest concentration of holes
has appeared (mostly created by the SHI impact, cf. Figure 3.11). This peak
results from Auger decays of holes, increasing the density and mean energy of
free electrons in the track core.
In order to investigate the spatial separation of electrons in more details,
the ensemble of free electrons is divided into three groups with respect to
their kinetic energy. Electrons with energies less than 1%Emax formed the
Group 1. Electrons with intermediate kinetics energies ranging in the interval
1%Emax < Ee < 10%Emax were attributed to the Group 2. Fast electrons
with energies above 10%Emax represent Group 3. Figs. 3.8-3.10 present the
temporal and spatial variations of the number and energy densities of electrons,
respectively, of all these groups up to t = 10 fs after the projectile passage.
Fig. 8 shows the spatial distribution of these three groups of electrons after
one femtosecond after the SHI impact. It clearly demonstrates the spatial
separation of fast electrons on the front from the slow electrons which remain
in the central vicinity of a projectile trajectory.
Fig. 3.9 demonstrates the energy density of the three electronic groups,
where one can see that the considerable part of energy is brought out of the
center by the fastest electrons. The propagation of these fastest free electrons
(the third group E > 0:1Emax) is studied in Fig.10, showing the special elec-
tron density at dierent times. The gure reveals that the fastest free electrons
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Figure 3.7: The spatial and temporal distributions of the mean
energy of free electrons in SiO2 after the passage of 455.6 MeV Ca
ion.
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Figure 3.8: The spatial distributions of the densities of three groups
of dierent energies of free electrons in SiO2 after the passage of a
455.6 MeV Ca ion. See text for details.
from the third group have a pronounced ballistic propagation front, which can-
not be described in terms of the diusion model. On femtosecond timescale
these fastest electrons accumulate a part of the excess energy of free electrons
(Figs. 3.7, 3.9) and, therefore, spatial spreading of this energy cannot be de-
scribed by heat diusion. The possibility of the description of propagation of
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such electrons in the frame of the "meso-diusion theory" [45, 46, 96, 97], i.e.
the intermediate stage between ballistic propagation and diusion, requires
additional studies which will be made in a future. Moreover, the observed dif-
ferences between the kinetics of the electronic groups indicate that description
of the complete ensemble of free electrons in terms of a unique temperature
eld is questionable at least at times up to 10 fs after the projectile passage.
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Figure 3.9: The spatial distribution of the energy density of three
groups of dierent energies of free electrons in SiO2 after the pas-
sage of a 455.6 MeV Ca ion. See text for details.
In our model, holes are considered as localized on atomic shells and spatial
propagation of the hole density occurs only due to ionizations of target atoms
by spreading free electrons. Fig. 3.11 presents the spatial and temporal distri-
butions of the density of holes in L shell of silicon atoms. The ballistic front
of the hole density can be observed, which follows the electron spreading. The
distributions of holes in dierent atomic shells at t = 10 fs are demonstrated
in Fig. 3.12. One can conclude from this gure, that the largest part of the
excess energy of holes is accumulated within the valence band (represented by
M-shell of silicon and L shell of oxygen), as it was already noted above. The
subsequent kinetics of holes occurs via interplay of two mechanisms: (a) impact
ionizations by free electrons, and (b) the Auger and Knotek-Feibelman decays.
The radiative decays play a minor role here, since their relative probability is
 5% of the probability of Auger process [89].
3.4 Summary
We apply a Monte-Carlo approach to describe the ultrafast electronic kinetics
in swift heavy ion tracks in a dielectric (after penetration of a Ca+19 ion with
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density of holes in L-shell of Si-subsystem in SiO2 after the passage
of a 455.6 MeV Ca ion.
the energy of 11.4 MeV/amu in SiO2). The spatial and temporal distributions
of the number and energy densities of free electrons and holes in dierent
atomic shells, respectively, as well as the excess energy of the lattice at times
up to 10 fs after the passage of the projectile are obtained.
The results have shown that the propagation of excited free electrons and
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their mean energy occurs ballistically, which means that their mass and energy
transport cannot be described by the classical diusion and heat diusion
equations on femtosecond timescales. Therefore, descriptions of the initial
kinetics (< 10 fs) of the electronic subsystem in SHI tracks based on the
conceptions of local thermal equilibrium, particle diusion and heat diusion
are questionable.
At 10 fs after the SHI passage, a large part of the transferred energy is
accumulated as a potential energy of holes. This energy is not thermalized as
well, and its redistribution has to be taken into account when describing the
electronic kinetics.
By comparison with spectroscopy experiments it is demonstrated that the
electronic kinetics can be described well taking into account intra- and inter-
atomic (Knotek-Feibelman) Auger processes of holes relaxation. Due to this
relaxation, the ne details of the initial ionization have a negligible inuence
on the further kinetics of the electronic subsystem. The radiative spectra
calculated taking into account inter- and intra-atomic Auger processes, are in
good agreement with experimentally observed ones.
Within this chapter we demonstrated a straightforward way to develop a
Monte-Carlo algorithm for the description of particle transport in solids. It is
perfectly applicable for high energy electrons, but no matter how high the exci-
tations of the electrons are at the beginning, sooner or later they end up in low
energy states losing their energy into the solid. At this point one has to consider
processes beyond uncorrelated methods. In the next chapter we will propose
a combination of dierent methods applicable on dierent timescales: Monte-
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Carlo method for short times, and the so-called Two Temperature Model for
longer times, when electrons have already lost most of their energy. In the
chapters 5 and 6 we will demonstrate how the Monte-Carlo method itself can
be extended to account for correlation eects.
Chapter 4
Combination of Monte-Carlo approach
with the Two Temperature Model
In the previous chapter we constructed the Monte-Carlo algorithm describ-
ing the excitation of the electronic subsystem of a dielectric by swift heavy
ions. Comparisons with experimental results allowed us to conclude that the
MC model describes well the behavior of the electronic subsystem at short
timescales. However, when electrons are losing their energy to a few eV ener-
gies, the main approximations made at the beginning do not hold well anymore:
the potential energy of interaction between particles becomes comparable with
their kinetic energy, the quantum eects start to play a role, the collective in-
teractions take place instead of purely binary collisions. All these eects are
limiting the applicability of standard MC methods.
If we are interested in describing the full process of modication of solids
under high energy deposition, we have to trace the energy transfer from ini-
tially excited electrons to the lattice and take care of the behavior of the heated
lattice. The characteristic times of the lattice heating are typically some pi-
coseconds. Thus, we have to create an adequate model applicable on such long
timescales. In this chapter we propose an idea of combination of two dierent
models, each of which takes care of its own time-domain. The considerations
made in this chapter are based on the works [98,99]. All the calculations with
the Two Temperature Model were performed by O. Osmani.
4.1 Introduction
As it was already briey mentioned in the chapter 3, the  [98] phenomenon of
track creation is often explained in terms of a two temperature model (TTM)
commonly called the inelastic thermal spike model [37]. Within this model
both, the electronic as well as the phononic system, are described via two heat
diusion equations coupled by an exchange parameter. While the primary
energy loss of the ion is used as a source of energy for the electronic system,
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the phononic system is heated indirectly by electron-phonon coupling. This
leads to a local heating of the lattice which may result in a molten area.
The thermal spike model is successfully applied for reproducing experimentally
observed track radii and damage thresholds [37,47,100,101].
However, in order to explain the experimentally observed eects of the
SHI irradiation, the parameters used in the TTM approach, like the electronic
diusivity and the electron-phonon coupling parameter, need to be handled
with care. These parameters are often not known. The diculty is due to the
variable electron density in excited dielectrics, thus these parameters depend
strongly on transient excitation dynamics. A reliable theory considering com-
plete excitation dynamics is needed to compute these quantities. Additionally,
the TTM is based upon thermodynamical equations, and it is questionable
wether the system is actually in equilibrium. The electron-electron collision
time is in the femtosecond regime, and the TTM may be applied after about
100 fs [21] to describe the energy exchange between electrons and phonons
which occurs on the timescale of a few picoseconds [14, 102]. The dierence
between these timescales requires special attention when choosing the appro-
priate theoretical model.
 [99] In order to explain the observed eects of SHI irradiation as forma-
tion of nano-hillocks on the surface, creation of stable point-like defects (color-
centers), it was found that the parameters of TTM need a special treatment,
which would conne the energy inside a narrow track halo for timescales orders
of magnitude longer than those given by the usual TTM [37, 45, 47, 94]. For
these reasons, electronic connement usually is introduced via a temperature-
dependent electronic diusivity [47,94] and by tting on electron-phonon cou-
pling constant [94]. In other works the energy connement in lattice was in-
troduced by changing the shape of thermal equation from diusive (parabolic)
equation to a heat-wave (hyperbolic) equation [45]. Both ways of tting are
linked to the same problem of the timescales.
 [98] However, the physical origin of this energy connement has not been
further studied. In order to follow the dynamics of SHI irradiated insulators
we have performed classical Monte-Carlo simulations (MC) which are capable
to describe the excitation and transport of the electrons even at highly non
thermal conditions. The output of these MC calculations is then used as initial
conditions for a TTM run to compute the lattice heating. This model reveals
the physical origin of the energy connement in the track core as an energy
storage in holes and followed by the release of the energy via Auger processes
and electron-hole recombinations.
 [99] We have performed Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations of the irradiation
of a solid insulator (SiO2) with a swift heavy ion (Ca+19, E = 11:4 MeV/u,
dE=dx = 2:7 keV/nm). Following combination of the Monte-Carlo method
with Two Temperature Model (MC-TTM) allows to investigate these questions
of electronic connement. The results of our MC-TTM reveals a new physical
view and explains the timescale problems mentioned above, by taking into
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account the energy storage in holes and following release of the energy via
Auger processes and electron-hole recombinations.
4.2 Model
For the Monte-Carlo part of the modelling, we use the same method as de-
scribed in Chapter 3. Let us briey remind the basic idea of the method. After
that we will come to the description of the Two Temperature Model and to
the connection between these two methods.
 [98] The general idea of our developed algorithm is as follows: rst, we
calculate the free path length between collisions of the ion with the target
atoms; then multiple ionization occurs for each collision which results in the
creation of the rst generation of free electrons. Second, we determine the
path lengths between all possible following collisions for all free electrons with
the other bound electrons in dierent energetic states; then the bound electron
corresponding to the shortest possible path length is ionized and the transferred
energy is calculated. Consequently the mean free path and time for each
electron, i.e. for electrons with dierent energies are also obtained. Each
ionization of a bound electron leads to the creation of a hole. The possibility
of hole decay by Auger recombination and thus further creation of secondary
electrons is also included in the MC simulation. We will see later that this
process plays a crucial role for the energy connement mentioned above. The
MC algorithm is repeated many times and nally averaged over the statistics.
We assume perpendicular incidence for SHI and neglect its nuclear stop-
ping. Therefore we use a cylindrical geometry with periodic boundary condi-
tions. The projectile is considered as a point-like particle with an equilibrium
charge state according to the Barkas formula [28, 58, 60]. SHI penetration
through the homogeneous media is described with a Poisson law for a free
path between series of collisions. For solids this mean free path can be chosen
equal to the mean interatomic distance [49, 59, 60, 63]. During the collision of
SHI with an atom, the electrons of the atom are placed randomly around the
nucleus according to their energy levels. The impact parameter between the
projectile and the atomic nucleus is chosen randomly within the interatomic
distance [59]. According to this impact parameter, the energy transferred to
every electron is calculated [58]. The ionized electrons are treated as indepen-
dent particles, i.e. the energy transfer and angles of emission of electrons are
uncorrelated [49, 59, 60, 63]. If this energy exceeds the ionization potential of
the certain electron, this electron is ionized, otherwise, no energy transfer takes
place and no free electron is created. The scattering angle is explicitly deter-
mined by the transferred energy, and the polar angle is randomly uniformly
distributed within the interval [0; 2).
For the subsequent electronic propagation, in contrast with SHI, elastic
collisions with atoms must be included. Therefore, for electrons there are two
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channels of energy losses: elastic and inelastic. The free path of an electron is
dened by the shortest path realized according to Poisson laws for every possi-
ble collision: elastic collisions with every kind of atoms of target, and inelastic
collisions with bounded electrons on dierent energy levels of every kind of
atoms. Mean free paths of elastic collisions are calculated with Mott's cross-
section of electronic scattering [49], that depends on the energy of electron and
the atomic number of colliding atom. The scattering angle is dened by this
transferred energy, and the polar angle is chosen from the interval [0; 2). For
low energy electrons there is also another possibility for energy loss related to
scattering on phonons [49, 103], this energy exchange is left for the following
calculation with two temperature model. Mean free path of inelastic collisions
are calculated using Gryzinski's ionization cross-section [60, 8688], which de-
pends only on the energy of the traced electron and ionization potential of a
bound electron. The secondary generated electrons can then travel and scatter
in the same manner [15,58,104].
For Auger-recombinations of holes the Poisson law for the time of decay is
applied [15], with a characteristic time dierent for each atomic shell of each
kind of atoms [89]. After the time of the decay is calculated, the electron that
is getting the excess energy is chosen. Its nal energy is given by dierence
between the energy released by electron lling the hole in deeper shell and its
own ionization potential, and corresponding momentum is chosen uniformly
within the solid angle. For solid targets it is also possible to have an interatomic
Auger-processes, or so called Knotek-Feibelman processes [67], when electrons
lling the hole and being ionized are coming from the neighboring atom to the
one which has a hole. This process is important for the holes made by SHI,
since after multiple ionization of an atom there is lack of its own electrons.
The characteristic times of such processes are assumed to be equal to usual
Auger recombination times.
 [99] Following every particle and then averaging over the statistics we
determine spatial and temporal distributions of particles and their energies.
When electrons demonstrate a diusive behavior instead of ballistic propa-
gation, at this moment the calculations are switched from MC to the two
temperature model.
Spatial distributions of temperatures of electron and of the lattice are taken
from the corresponding energy distribution obtained by MC simulation. Then
the TTM equations are given in the following way:
@Te(~r; t))
@t
= r(De(Te)rTe(~r; t))  g  (Te(~r; t)  Ti(~r; t)) + S(~r; t); (4.1)
@Ti(~r; t))
@t
= Di4Ti(~r; t) + g  (Te(~r; t)  Ti(~r; t)) (4.2)
where Te(~r; t) is the temperature of electrons, Ti(~r; t) is the lattice temper-
ature, De(Te) is the temperature dependent electronic diusivity [47]. The
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lattice diusivity of solid SiO2 is cgosen to be Di = 0:0084 cm2/s [107]; the
parameter g is the electron-phonon coupling constant; and S(~r; t) is the source
of energy to the electronic subsystem.
O. Osmani developed the following numerical realization of the TTM.  [98]
For the numerical description the crystal is discretized and equations (4.1)
and (4.2) are solved fully three dimensional using the nite dierence method.
During the simulation the system is in contact with an innite large heat
bath at room temperature (assuming the experiment is performed at room
temperature) serving as boundary conditions. However electrons with higher
energy than the work function of the solid can escape the surface removing
energy from the system. To take that into account we apply open boundary
conditions for the electronic system at the surface allowing energetic electrons
to be emitted into the vacuum.
This set of heat diusion equations is coupled via the electron-phonon
coupling parameter g, which determines the amount of energy transferred from
the electrons to the phonons per unit time and volume. It is evident that this
parameter plays a key role, as it governs the heating of the lattice. However,
this parameter is dicult to come by, as only limited experimental data is
available. Also the electronic diusivity De poses a problem. It determines
the amount of energy that is transported away from the point of release (i.g.
the position were the electron was ionized). This transport will eectively limit
the amount of energy that is locally available in order to heat the lattice above
the melting point. Experimental data on this property is lacking. Although
one can extract this number from resistivity measurements for instance, such
kind of measurements often do not reect the transient electronic excitation
during the irradiation.
The electronic system is heated at the same rate the passing ion loses its
energy. This can be calculated using the SRIM code [105]. The transferred
energy enters eq. (4.1) in the source term S and in the present notation is
formulated in terms of a temperature increase. It is therefore it is necessary
to convert the excitation energy into an electronic temperature. This can be
done by assuming that the electrons behave like a diluted free electron gas and
using that the internal energy of the electrons is related to the temperature by
E = T 2=2 where T is the specic heat capacity of the free electron gas:
 =
1
me
2
2
nekB
TF
with ne the free electron gas density,me is the electron mass, kB the Boltzmann
constant and TF = 1:04 105 K the Fermi temperature.
The electronic diusivity is a function of the temperature (see results and
discussion section) which is a function of the coordinate De(Te(~r)). Therefore
the gradient of the heat ux occurs in Eq. (4.1). In contrast, the lattice diu-
sivity can be regarded as constant, thus the corresponding term in Eq. (4.2)
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appears in a simplied form. The electronic parameters entering eq. (4.1)
and (4.2) are obtained as an output of the MC part of the model, see below.
As mentioned above, it is important to take into account the energy re-
distribution related to holes [108, 109]. The holes may decay via the Auger
recombination. In this process, the recombination energy is released to an
electron. Thus, these recombinations act as an additional source of energy for
the electronic system, which is governed by a certain characteristic recombi-
nation time. Assuming an exponential decay of the holes we can write this
source term as:
Sh(~r; t) = Eh(~r)  (1  e t= ) (4.3)
Here Eh(~r) denotes the initial excess energy of the hole at position ~r and 
is the characteristic decay time. Therefore the eective source-term in eq.
(4.1) heating the electronic subsystem can be written as S(~r; t) = Sh(~r; t) +
SSHI(~r; t) where SSHI(~r; t) is the energy introduced to the electronic system
by the primary ion.
4.3 Results and Discussion
 [98] As a model system we choose the irradiation of solid SiO2 by a Ca19+ ion
with a total energy of 11.4 MeV/u which corresponds a resent experiment [110].
By means of Monte-Carlo simulation we was found that only after a time
of approximately 1 ps after the ion impact the electronic behavior can be
treated as a diusive, thus the electronic system is assumed to be thermalized.
Therefore a description based upon thermal equations is only valid at later
times. This thermalization time is found by studying the transport behavior
and the distribution of electrons for dierent times and radii concentric around
the ion track. Therefore this time of 1 ps is considered as the starting time
of the TTM calculations, using the output of the MC simulation as initial
conditions.
In our simulation we nd that the total energy of holes amounts to  82%
of the energy transferred by the SHI. According to eq. (4.3), these holes act as
an additional source of energy for the electronic system. Due to the fact that a
major fraction of the transferred energy is released with delay the heating of the
lattice is prolonged to picosecond timescales. We also observed that the radial
dependence of the electronic distribution plays a key role in the description
of SHI induced track creation. High energetic electrons are escaping from the
central track region creating slower electrons in their wake. As a consequence
the electronic temperature is spatial dependent, and the time of equilibration
for electronic and lattice temperatures will dier for dierent radii.
The benet of our combined approach is that parameters needed for the
TTM can be calculated within the MC approach. Here we will demonstrate
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Figure 4.1: Diusivity of electrons vs. the electronic energy calculated within
binary collision approximation.
this for the electron phonon coupling parameter g and for the electronic dif-
fusivity De. As was mentioned before the mean free path  and the velocity
v(E) of the electrons with the energy E are prescribed in the MC part of this
calculation. Using the well known expression D = v=3 we obtain an energy
dependent electronic diusivity De(E) for SiO2. This energy dependence can
be transformed into a temperature dependence as was stated in the previous
section. The electronic diusivity De(E) shown in gure 4.1 exhibits dier-
ent peaks. The low energy behavior (electrons below 10 eV) is determined by
the electron-phonon scattering rates, extracted from Ref. [111]. That kinky
behavior accounts for many eects [111]: it includes scattering on accustic
and optical phonons, and the band structure of SiO2. At dierent energies,
dierent channels of scattering play a role: at very low energies (below  1
eV), the accustic scattering is dominant; then the optical phonon takes the
dominant role; and after  5 eV again accustic-scattering start to dominate.
So, overall it shows kinks and changes of the behavior. On the energies of 10
eV to 15 eV, the electron-phonon scattering rates are joint with the electron-
atom scattering, which is described with the Mott's cross-section as was stated
above (and discribed in more details in the Appendix). This gives for larger
energies increase of De(E). The sharp decrease of the diusivity at high ener-
gies corresponds to the ionization potential of Si atoms. Thus, electrons with
energies below 20 eV are localized around the track core.
Note that both quantities calculated here, De and g below are presented for
a single particle. To apply them for a statistical ensemble, one has to average
them over a Fermi distribution with given transient temperature.
 [98] We will now evaluate the electron phonon coupling parameter g.
The coupling parameter describes the amount of energy transferred from the
electrons to the lattice per unit time and volume. From the MC calculation we
know the time between collisions between the electrons and the target atoms.
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Figure 4.2: Energy exchange between electron and atom.
The transferred energy is calculated between electrons and atoms within the
binary collisions approximation. As single particle trajectories are calculated,
the volume in which this energy is transferred is the volume of one atom 1.
This gives us g in units of eV(fs Å3K) 1; transferring to more common units
yields a electron phonon coupling constant of g  1018 J(s m3K) 1 for SiO2,
which is on the order of values for coupling parameters that were extracted for
metals [94,112,113] and is reasonable also for laser-excited dielectrics [14].
The energy transfer from the electrons to the atoms is shown in gure
4.2. The scattering of the data at higher electronic energies is due to lack of
statistics at these energies.
With the electron diusivity De(Te) and the electron-phonon coupling pa-
rameter g all crucial material parameters entering the TTM are thus extracted
out of the MC part.
 [99] We stop the calculations where the electronic and lattice tempera-
tures are equilibrated in the central region of 4 nm, which corresponds to the
typical radius of a SHI track. This time is found to be t ' 40 ps, as can be
seen on the Fig.4.3, where the electronic and the lattice temperatures for the
central regions are presented.
The introduced source term Sh and the temperature-depended electronic
diusivity De(Te) conne the electronic energy for a longer period of time.
In contrast with previous assumptions [47, 94], this is not a connement in
the sense of a stationary electron gas, but rather a repeated energy emission
into an electronic subsystem by a hole relaxations at distinct places via Auger
processes or recombinations.
The result of the calculation shows also that the melting temperature of the
lattice is reached in the radius of around 4 nm from the projectile trajectory,
1Which is, however, not well dened value, ranging in between the volume dened by the
Bohr atomic radius and volume of the unit cell in the solid
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Figure 4.3: Transient electronic (dashed) and lattice (solid) temperature in
the central region of the track. Melting temperature is included as a dash-dot
line.
leading to an eective molten area.
This track radius is in a very good agreement with experimentally observed
tracks, which proves the applicability of the created MC-TTM model for de-
scription of the swift heavy ion tracks problem.
4.4 Summary
 [98] We developed a combination of the Monte-Carlo method with a two
temperature model (MC-TTM) to describe the track creation processes in di-
electric targets after swift heavy ion irradiation. Within the MC part of the
calculations all necessary (and experimentally inaccessible) material param-
eters are computed so that no tting is needed in the frame of the TTM.
Especially the electron phonon coupling parameter is extracted which is an
important material dependent parameter. The results of the combined MC-
TTM model show that the energy storage in holes and secondary electron
creation by the rst generation of ionized electrons as well as by Auger decay
of holes has to be taken into account. The Auger decay of holes plays a key
role as an energy source of the electronic system, acting as a delay and thus
conning the energy at the place of its initial excitation, i.e. in the vicinity of
the track core. It can be accounted for by means of an additional source term
in the heat diusion equation.
 [99] It was found that all processes in SHI tracks are signicantly pro-
longed due to energy storage in holes via secondary electrons creation by rst
generations of ionized electrons. This secondary electron creation plays a very
important role as a storage and later source of the energy, that can be described
with an additional term in a heat diusion equation related to holes. The delay
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caused by this energy storage leads to an electron-lattice equilibration time of
the order of 40 ps.
 [98] Final structural modication of the material calculated with MC-
TTM appeared to be in a radius of  4 nm, which is in very good agreement
with experimental data. The new method presented here will prove helpful in
predicting ion track properties for any other dielectric material as well.
For the case of highly excited electrons, it was possible to combine two
dierent models applicable on dierent timescales. This allowed us to describe
the SHI excitation of dielectrics, and to make general conclusion on the physics
of the process. However, for a case of lower excitation energies, this simple
method is not working anymore  for excitations on the order of a few hundreds
or a few tens of electron-Volts, the correlation eects play a role from the very
beginning of the excitation process. This is an important point for materials
excited with an ultrashort laser pulse in a ultraviolet to soft X-ray energy
regime. How to include eects of the band structure, the Pauli's principle and
some correlation eects into the Monte-Carlo model will be described in the
next two chapters.
Chapter 5
Monte-Carlo simulation of VUV-XUV
femtosecond laser pulse irradiation of
semiconductors
In the previous chapters we have demonstrated how the Monte-Carlo algorithm
can be applied for highly excited electronic systems of solids. We also have
proposed a way how to deal with a systems beyond the limits of applicability
of the classical MC methods  the MC model could be successfully combined
with the thermodynamical approach on longer timescales. This was possible
to do for highly excited electrons, with initial energies in a range up to several
keV and higher.
Now we will focus on lower energies of electrons, on the order of few tens to
few hundreds of eV. In this energy domain, which is typical for a new generation
of femtosecond lasers, the usual Monte-Carlo concept is not so easily applicable.
However, some modications of the method allow to apply it in this case as
well. In the present chapter the quoted parts are reproducing the article [114].
5.1 General aspects of laser irradiation of solids
 Experiments with lasers in the visible range have shown that the ultra-
short laser irradiation of semiconductors produces observable modications
of the material's surface, such as the formation of nanobumps and the cre-
ation of molten regions [14]. With the invention of femtosecond lasers, which
have a pulse duration comparable with characteristic times for processes in
the electronic subsystem of the material, nanometric spatial and femtosecond
temporal scales have created new possibilities for nanotechnologies, microma-
chining and medical surgery. The many potential uses of intense femtosecond
laser pulses in applications have stimulated fundamental theoretical and ex-
perimental investigations of strongly non-equilibrium states of matter [515].
The rst experiments with the free-electron laser in Hamburg (FLASH), a
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laser that provides pulses of femtosecond duration in the VUV to XUV energy
regime, opened a pathway to promising new areas of fundamental research and
technical applications [1620].
In this new range of photon energies that was not previously accessible by
experiments, there remains a lack of data about the primary response of the
material to irradiation. Therefore, theoretical investigations are necessary to
predict and interpret experimental observations. Such theoretical investiga-
tions must consider the range from the very rst energy absorption event to
the nal phase transitions and structural modications of the target.
Ultrashort laser pulses allow access to fundamental electronic processes
in the solid because the pulse duration is comparable to the characteristic
femtosecond timescale for collisional processes such as electron-electron in-
teractions and electron-lattice collisions. The kinetics of the excitation and
relaxation of the target can be divided into a set of processes separated tem-
porally. Due to the mass dierence between electrons and ions, excitation of
the electronic subsystem by a laser pulse and the subsequent creation of second-
generation free electrons occurs much faster (some femtoseconds,  10 15 s,
or the duration of a pulse) [14, 21] than other processes such as energy ex-
change with the lattice and the cooling of excited electrons, which both take
up to  10 11 s [2227]. The processes in the electronic subsystem play a
fundamental role because they provide the initial conditions for subsequent
energy dissipation. Thus, these processes are of essential interest for all mate-
rial behaviour - from the initial light absorption to further energy dissipation
and the eventual phase transitions of the target in the form of melting or a
transformation to warm dense matter [5, 10, 14,23,24].
In our studies, a Monte-Carlo method (MC) with binary collision approx-
imation (BCA) [15, 5860, 104, 115] is applied to describe the kinetics of elec-
tronic excitation in a semiconductor that is irradiated with a femtosecond laser
pulse. The number of excited and ionised electrons, the energy of these free
electrons and the energy distribution function were calculated as a function of
time for a 10 fs FWHM Gaussian laser pulse in solid silicon. Laser and target
parameters were chosen according to experiments performed with FLASH at
DESY in Hamburg [20].
The recently introduced concept of an eective energy gap (EEG) [15]
makes it possible to estimate the free electron density created due to high-
intensity, high-energy laser pulse irradiation. In contrast to former models,
which applied only to long timescale experiments [116122], our concept fo-
cuses on the statistical behaviour of quasiparticles in ultrashort timescales.
Here, we extend and generalize the EEG-concept, analyzing inuence of
dierent processes involved for dierent photon energies and intensities, and
give limits of the validity of the concept.
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5.2 Monte Carlo method
 In our model, we consider the following electronic processes: photoabsorption
by bound electrons, impact ionisation by free electrons, and Auger-like pro-
cesses within the valence band (so-called Coster-Kronig transitions or impact
ionisation by holes). We neglect the radiative decay of electronic vacancies
and electron-hole recombinations because they usually require longer times
than those allowed by the timescales investigated here [81, 82]. Interactions
among ionised electrons were also neglected because their typical density is
low in comparison with the electron density in the valence band [15,59,60].
The basic idea of the numerical model is as follows: rst, we simulate
the penetration of the photons with a density corresponding to the intensity
envelope of the laser pulse. For each photon, the penetration depth is calcu-
lated. If this penetration depth is within our simulation box, the photon is
considered to be absorbed and to have given its energy to a randomly chosen
electron. Second, this ionised electron can then perform secondary ionisations.
To simulate this process, the free path is calculated according to the ionisa-
tion cross-section. At the end of this free path, the traced electron exchanges
energy with a randomly chosen valence electron. This process proceeds by
ionisation of the second electron, which can then also travel further and per-
form secondary ionisations itself as long as it has a suciently high energy.
At the same time, the holes that remained after the ionisation can decay by
Auger-like processes and also create free electrons. We simulate these three
main processes by following each particle event by event during and slightly
after the laser pulse. 
5.2.1 Target and photo-ionisation processes
 In the present work, the solid silicon target is considered to be a homogeneous
isotropic arrangement of atoms with a density of nat = 4:5  1028 m 3 and with
an electronic density of states (DOS) corresponding to solid silicon [123, 124],
see gure 5.1. Note in gure 5.1 that the deep atomic shells L1, L2;3 and K
have energies of 100 eV, 148 eV and 1839 eV [71], respectively; these shells are
not shown. We chose a Gaussian shape for the temporal intensity distribution
of the laser pulse. Further excitation parameters of the laser pulse were chosen
to mimic experimental data [20]: the energy of the photons was ~! = 38 eV,
the intensity of the laser pulse was 2 J/cm2 (unless otherwise indicated), and
the full width at half maximum of the duration of the laser pulse was L = 10
fs with a total duration numerically cut o at 25 fs.
The number of absorbed photons can be calculated if the uence and the at-
tenuation length for a photon travelling in solid silicon (presented in gure 5.2)
are known. The data were extracted from the references [28, 125].
The probability of multiphoton absorption is proportional to
J2l (e ~EL~q=(me!
2))
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[126], where Jl are the Bessel functions of the rst kind, l is the order of the
function and indicates the number of absorbed photons (for positive integer l),
e is the electron charge, ~EL is the laser eld amplitude, and ~q is the momen-
tum change of the electron from the collision with a third partner during the
photoabsorption process. The laser eld amplitude can be estimated by the
uence [14]. For our range of uences and the VUV-XUV photons, the proba-
bility of two-photon absorption is approximately two orders of magnitude lower
than the probability of one-photon absorption. As uence increases, the two-
photon absorption probability increases and only approaches the one-photon
absorption probability at a uence of approximately 50 J/cm2. Thus, in the
present work, we consider only one-photon absorption processes.
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Figure 5.1: Density of states of solid silicon as given in [123, 124].
The deep atomic shells considered in this work (L1, L2;3 and K,
with energies of 100 eV, 148 eV and 1839 eV, respectively) are not
shown in this gure.
For the simulation, we chose a cube of silicon with a size of 10  10 
10 nm3. The considered cube is assumed without free surfaces, thus we use
periodical boundary conditions. It should be noted that electron emission
from the surface might change the transient number of free electrons and their
energy distribution. However, the mean free path for electrons with energies of
the order of tens of eV in silicon is typically on the sub-nanometre scale [127].
Thus, our assumption of periodic boundaries for the simulation box means
that we do not consider the eect of a several nanometre thick surface; we are
instead interested in the general processes that occurred in the bulk.
The initial energy distribution of electrons was chosen to be represented by
an empty conduction band and a completely lled valence band, which corre-
sponds to the given density of states in gure 5.1 [123,124]. The energy scale
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for free electron kinetic energy starts at the bottom of the conduction band
(E = 0 eV in gure 5.1). All electrons above the nal `outermost' state of the
conduction band ( 7 eV, gure 5.1) are treated as free electrons (i.e., as be-
longing to the continuum but still inherently in the crystal). All free electrons
within the conduction band and the continuum are treated with the parabolic
dispersion law with all eective masses equal to the free electron mass. Thus,
we explicitly include the DOS of the material but not the detailed band di-
agram itself. The main inuence on the results presented below comes from
Pauli blocking, therefore, we account for the real density of states of silicon
in detail, while the band structure is used only for the preliminary analysis
(described in section 5.2.2) and does not enter the modeling. This approxi-
mation also considerably simplies the numerics and makes the calculations
signicantly less time-consuming.
Interactions of every single photon with bound electrons were simulated
event by event. The probability of interaction with every single electron from
dierent energy states is determined from the relative cross-section. The details
of the numerical algorithm can be found in [104] and in chapter 3.
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Figure 5.2: Attenuation length of the photon inside a solid silicon
target. The low energy data are taken from the ref. [125], and the
high energy data are extracted from [28].
 The pure cross sections for photoionisation of electrons in dierent energy
levels within the valence band are considered to be equal, which is a fairly good
approximation in this energy interval [28]. Dierences were introduced only
by having dierent densities of electrons in dierent levels, according to the
DOS-function: the valence band was discretised and each discrete interval was
normalised according to the total number of electrons, which yields the relative
concentration values for electrons in dierent discrete energy intervals in the
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valence band. The conduction band was discretised in the same manner. L
and K atomic shells are represented as delta-function energy levels containing
a corresponding number of electrons.
5.2.2 Band structure analysis of secondary processes: impact ionisa-
tion and Auger decay
 Secondary electrons are ionised by impact ionisations and Auger decays
to deeper shells (i.e., Coster-Kronig transitions) within the valence band. For
these processes, momentum- and energy-conservation are simultaneously taken
into account in accordance with the real dispersion laws of the material. Con-
serving these quantities leads to a strong reduction in the probability of sec-
ondary electron ionisation. Thus, to analyse the processes of secondary elec-
tron excitation, the electronic band structure of the material must be taken into
account. The band diagram [124] and examples of energy- and momentum-
conserving secondary processes are shown in gure 5.3. An analysis of the
impact ionisation process corresponding to an initial state with one electron
each in the conduction and valence bands and a nal state with two electrons
in the conduction band (see gure 5.3, where an electron e1 ionises a second
electron e2, dashed arrows) shows that this process required a minimum ki-
netic energy for the initially free electron of Emine = 1:2 eV. This energy is
approximately equal to the indirect energy gap of silicon, Egap = 1.15 eV,
as shown previously in [128]. Electrons with energies less than the value of
Emine cannot initiate impact ionisation. Therefore, an electron with energy
Ee > E
min
e can only perform secondary ionisations until its energy becomes
less than the minimum energy of this process, which, in this case, is the real
indirect energy gap of the material, Egap.
Similarly, for an Auger-like (Coster-Kronig) secondary electron creation
corresponding to an initial state with one hole and one electron in the valence
band and a nal state with one electron in the conduction band and a hole
with higher energy in the valence band (see gure 5.3, where a hole h in the
valence band ionises an electron eA to the conduction band, solid arrows), we
obtain a minimum initial energy for a hole in the valence band of Eminh =  3
eV, as measured from the bottom of the conduction band. Therefore, holes of
higher energies than -3 eV cannot create a secondary electron and will remain
stable on femtosecond timescales.
These limiting values of energies for electrons, Emine , and holes, E
min
h , must
be taken into account in all subsequent analyses of secondary electron ionisa-
tion. Obviously, they strongly depend on the band structure of the considered
material.
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Figure 5.3: Band diagram of solid silicon taken from [124]. The
schemes of impact ionisation and Auger-like processes are included,
see text. We sketch these processes corresponding to the minimum
energies of the ionising electron and hole, respectively.
5.2.3 Modelling of secondary processes
 The following algorithm was applied to determine the interaction parameters
realised in a collision between a free electron in the conduction band and a
bound electron in the valence band (impact ionisation). First, the path lengths
are determined for all possible subsequent collisions of the chosen free electron
with bound electrons in dierent energy levels of the valence band. The bound
electron to be ionised is then chosen based on the shortest length. Finally, the
transferred energy is calculated. As a result, the free path, the duration of the
motion and the energy loss of the chosen electron are obtained. This scheme
is used to describe the dynamics of all the excited electrons.
For randomly arranged atoms, the distribution of path lengths for a series of
collisions with bound electrons can be written in an exponential form [59,104].
The total cross section of impact ionisation for a particle at a discretised energy
interval of the valence band can be determined by the expression obtained by
M. Gryzi«ski [8688], which depends only on the ionisation potential of the
electron. All cross sections  of interactions are multiplied by a Pauli factor
w  fv(1   fc), where fv is the distribution function of electrons in the va-
lence band and fc is the distribution function of electrons in the conduction
band. Both distribution functions are taken with respect to the energy levels
of electrons, which participate in the traced collision. By including this fac-
tor, the expression for the mean free path automatically takes into account
Pauli's principle: if there are no free states in the discretised interval, the
cross-section is zero. In that situation, the mean free path tends to inn-
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ity, and such a collision becomes impossible [104]. The energy transferred to
a bound electron with ionisation potential Ie during an interaction with an
electron of kinetic energy Ee lies within the interval [Ie; Ee] and is xed by
the randomly chosen impact parameter according to the following expression:
Ee = Ee [1 + (b=a0)
2  (Ee=(2Ry))2] 1, where Ee is the energy transferred
to the bound electron, b is the randomly chosen impact parameter between a
free electron and the selected bound electron, a0 = 0.53 Å is the Bohr radius
and Ry = 13.6 eV is the Rydberg constant [58].
This scheme assumes that impact ionisation and laser eld interactions are
independent processes. Generally, that might not be the case: the presence of
a strong laser eld can inuence electron-electron collision processes [129,130].
This inuence is particularly important for low-frequency (i.e., visible light)
very intense laser pulses where the eld is so intense that it can be treated in
the classical limit. However, for VUV-XUV photon energies and our analysed
uences, the laser-electron interaction is of a purely quantum nature. It is an
essential point that electrons can gain energy from the laser eld only in units of
~!. Thus, the processes of electron-electron interactions (impact ionisations)
and photoabsorption can be treated as independent [14,21,126].
We note that as the photon energy decreases, multiphoton absorption be-
comes increasingly important. For photon energies of  10 eV and a uence of
2 J/cm2, the two-photon absorption probability already equals the one-photon
absorption probability. Thus, for even lower photon energies, the laser eld
becomes classical. However, this eect is neglected in the present work because
we are focusing on the VUV-XUV range.
For Auger-like processes within the valence band (Coster-Kronig transi-
tions), the exponential law for the decay time can be applied with characteris-
tic times assumed to be equal to those obtained in [89]. The DOS and Pauli's
principle are taken into account in the same way as for the electron impact
ionisation process. The electron (hole) enabling the Auger-like transition and
the electron being ionised are chosen randomly from among the electrons in
the valence band.
The subsequent dynamics of the secondary electrons produced by the rst
generation of free electrons and holes and their interactions with the valence
electrons were also taken into account in the same manner.
5.3 Results and Discussion
5.3.1 Energy and density of excited electrons
 As a result of the numerical algorithm described above, we obtained the
transient energy distribution of electrons and holes, which enabled us to study
their transient dynamics. Figure 5.4 represents the energy distribution of elec-
trons in the conduction band (positive energy) and holes in the valence band
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(negative energy) in Si at dierent time points during the irradiation. Curves
were normalised to the nal number of absorbed photons.
The rst curve shows a time t=0 fs, which corresponds to the absorption
of the very rst photon. One can see that before secondary processes start
(just after absorption of the rst photon), this distribution reects the band
structure of the material: electrons from the valence band are shifted to the
continuum by adding the photon energy (Eph = 38 eV in the presented case),
while at the same times holes appear at the corresponding energy in the valence
band. Then, electrons and holes start to redistribute their energy.
There are two competing mechanisms of energy redistribution: the absorp-
tion of photons during the laser pulse, which increases the total energy and
the number of free electrons and holes, and secondary ionisations, which are
responsible for decreasing the energy of free electrons and shifting the dis-
tribution to low energy states just as Auger processes shift the distribution
of holes to lower absolute values of energy. The spikes on the curves show
that the density of states inuences the energy distribution at all times during
irradiation.
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Figure 5.4: Transient energy distribution of free electrons in the
conduction band and holes in the valence band. The uence of the
laser pulse is 2 J/cm2 and the photon energy is 38 eV.
By integrating over all positive energies, we obtain the total kinetic en-
ergy of the electron gas during the laser pulse irradiation (gure 5.5). The
energy shown in this gure is normalised to the total energy provided by the
absorbed photons. The shape of the curve reects the two competing mech-
anisms mentioned above. During the laser pulse, electron energy increases
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due to photoabsorption while impact ionisations and Coster-Kronig decays
decrease the energy - even for times longer than the pulse duration of 25 fs.
Figure 5.5 demonstrates that the nal kinetic energy of the free electrons is
much less than the total energy provided by the laser pulse. An essential part
of the energy ( 65%) is spent to overcome the ionisation potential and is held
as potential energy (i.e., the energy of holes).
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Figure 5.5: The total energy of free electrons in the conduction
band normalised for the total absorbed energy (right ordinate).
The number of free electrons created by dierent processes during
the laser pulse irradiation and normalised per number of absorbed
photons are also presented (left ordinate). The intensity envelope
of the laser pulse is added as a dashed line in arbitrary units.
Figure 5.5 also shows the transient number of free electrons during the ir-
radiation together with the laser pulse intensity envelope in arbitrary units.
We calculated the temporal evolution of the number of free electrons ionised
by direct photon absorption, electron impact and Auger-like processes, respec-
tively. The number of electrons increased very quickly during the laser pulse
because the time between two impact ionisation events is much shorter than
the characteristic time of the problem. The collision time for an impact ioni-
sation can be estimated as te e  le=hvei  (nehvei) 1  10 16 s, where le is
the mean free path of excited electrons, ne is the density of bound electrons
in the valence band,  is the cross-section of impact ionisation and hvei is the
mean velocity of free electrons. Therefore, the maximum increase occurs ex-
actly when the laser intensity (and thus the photoionisation probability) has
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its maximum. Electron-electron impact ionisation is the dominant process for
free electron generation, which diers from the irradiation of dielectrics with
visible light [6,14]. Auger-like processes also play a signicant role in secondary
electron production, as shown in the same gure. Due to these secondary pro-
cesses, each photon excites about Ne=ph = 15 electrons (cf. gure 5.5, where
the primary excited electrons create around 10 secondary electrons by impact
ionisation and 4 secondary electrons by Auger-like transitions).
Experimentally, the transient electronic density can be measured on a fem-
tosecond timescale, for instance, by measuring the reectivity with a pump-
probe technique [13].
5.3.2 Effective energy gap
To estimate the number of ionised electrons, it is commonly assumed that
each electron with or above a certain critical energy performs an impact ion-
isation. Using the band gap of the material considered here, this assumption
leads to Nest = ~!=Egap = 32.6 electrons per photon, which drastically over-
estimates the number of excited electrons compared to the present calcula-
tion. Such overestimation was also found experimentally decades ago [116],
and several models were proposed for a better estimation of the number of
free electrons (see the description of theoretical models in [119] and numerical
models in [131] and the references therein). One of the most common models
involves the application of the direct band gap of the material [117]. However,
impact ionisation, as well as Auger-like processes, are restricted by energy and
momentum conservation [14]; therefore, they generally take place as indirect
transitions, as shown in gure 5.3. Thus, the direct band gap has no physically
justied meaning for impact ionisation and appears as a t parameter.
Our calculations reveal that the discrepancy in earlier estimations is caused
by the fact that electrons are located in more than just the highest state of
the valence band and are ionised into more than just the lowest state of the
conduction band. To calculate the number of ionised electrons, we introduced
the concept of an eective energy gap (EEG) [15]. For the present case of solid
silicon irradiated by a laser pulse with a photon energy of 38 eV, it can be
estimated as EEEG = ~!=Ne=ph = 2.62 eV.
Using the above-described Monte-Carlo approach, we calculated the num-
ber of ionised electrons at dierent photon energies of the incident laser pulse
(gure 5.6). For comparison, we also present the experimental results for
similar parameters taken from [116] (red circles) and a typical numerical
model [131] (green triangles). As one can see, our calculations coincide well
with the experimental results, while the dierence between the experimen-
tal data and other models is signicant (it can be seen even more clearly in
gure 5.7, which will be introduced below). This discrepancy is due to the
fact that earlier theoretical works were not focused on ultrashort timescales;
previous models to calculate the 'pair creation energy' (PCE) neglected the
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Figure 5.6: Number of ionised electrons as a function of photon
energy. The black squares represent results of the Monte-Carlo
simulation. The red circles are the experimental results taken from
[116], and the green triangles are results of earlier calculations from
[131].
temporal dependence of the free-electron density [119], which is essential in
femtosecond timescales (i.e., in timescales before a detailed balance is estab-
lished and while the electron density is changing signicantly).
It should be noted here that, in the case of low photon energies and high
intensities, the interaction with a laser eld may inuence the electron-electron
impact ionisation process and thus change the number of free electrons. Fur-
thermore, the intense laser pulse combined with the strong degree of ionisation
may also inuence the band structure and the DOS of the target, which, in
turn, aects the electronic dynamics. Both mentioned eects should be treated
carefully if one is interested in intense visible light irradiation; however, they
may be justiably neglected for the higher photon energies in the VUV-XUV
range.
Generally, in femtosecond timescales and for VUV-XUV photon energies,
the EEG can be expressed as
EEEG = hEei+ Egap + hEhi (5.1)
where hEei is the mean kinetic energy of ionized electrons and hEhi is the mean
energy of holes.
By averaging the kinetic energy of electrons over the electronic distribution
presented in gure 5.4, we found that the mean kinetic energy at the end of
the laser pulse was approximately equal to half of the band gap. This result
can be understood as follows: an electron with kinetic energy higher than a
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certain minimum energy Ee > Emine quickly performs secondary ionisations.
As was shown in the Model section, the minimum energy necessary for impact
ionisation in the case of silicon is equal to the indirect energy gap Emine = Egap.
Therefore, all electrons with energy Ee > Egap will produce secondary electrons
until their energy falls below Egap. In femtosecond timescales, all the electrons
end up with energies between 0 and Egap. Thus, the mean kinetic energy of
a free electron after the laser pulse irradiation is roughly half of the band gap
energy hEei  1=2 Emine = 1=2 Egap.
We should mention that, in cases with a high density of free electrons,
the mean kinetic energy of electrons increases due to Pauli's principle. hEei
may then be larger than half of the minimum energy for secondary ionisations,
which leads to a larger eective energy gap. Cases such as this are presented
below.
One must also remember that the transient mean kinetic energy of electrons
is a function of time. It changes during the laser pulse irradiation, then ap-
proaches the value of  1=2Egap by the end of the laser pulse and stays almost
constant for some time until the energy loss to the lattice via electron-phonon
coupling becomes essential (typically, in timescales of 0.1 - 1 ps). Additionally,
as mentioned above, further electron-hole recombination will change the num-
ber of free electrons and their mean kinetic energy in the picosecond timescale.
The same argument holds for the average energy of holes, which have their
own minimum energy for secondary electron creation via an Auger-like process
jEminh j = 3 eV, as seen in the analysis of the static band structure discussed in
the Model section. Therefore, after losing energy due to an Auger-like process,
holes will end up with an energy between the minimal energy jEminh j and Egap,
i.e., hEhi  1=2(jEminh j   Egap) at the end of the laser pulse, which again is
conrmed by averaging over the distribution of holes presented in gure 5.4.
With these considerations, the eective energy gap can be estimated as
follows:
EEEG =
1
2
 (Egap + Emine + jEminh j) (5.2)
where Egap = 1:12 eV, Emine = Egap and jEminh j = 3 eV for silicon, the mean
energies of electrons and holes, respectively, after all electrons and holes have
made all possible secondary ionisations.
The minimum energies Emine and E
min
h for (5.2) are obtained by an analysis
of the static band structure, as explained in section 5.2.2. The resulting values
of the EEG for dierent materials are shown in Table 5.1. We also show
the results for the minimum energies for impact ionisation and Coster-Kronig
transitions, respectively, that were obtained from the band structures taken
from [123].
Experiments focusing on the pair creation energy (PCE) are usually per-
formed in timescales where electron-hole recombination plays a crucial role
(i.e., picoseconds or longer). Therefore, a direct comparison of such exper-
iments with the pure EEG is impossible. However, due to recombination,
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Table 5.1: For dierent materials the band gap energy Egap, the minimal
kinetic energy of an electron needed for impact ionisation Emine , the minimal
energy of a hole for a Coster-Kronig transition jEminh j, and the predicted EEG
calculated with (5.2) are presented in comparison with experimental values
of EEG with damped electron-hole recombination [116] and the upper limit
obtained in long-time measurements for the pair creation energy (PCE) [118].
Egap E
min
e jEminh j EEG Exp. PCE
Si 1.15 1.2 3 2.62 2.6y 3.63
SiO2 8.9 13.5 12.5z 17 18 18
C 4.65 4.8 10.25 9.85 - 13.1
Ge 0.85 1.55 1.8 2.1 - 2.96
yFor a detailed comparison see gure 5.7
zNote that, for SiO2, the width of the valence band is smaller than the band gap;
therefore, holes cannot make a Coster-Kronig transition, and the mean energy of
holes, which is half of the valence band width, is presented here and used in (5.1)
Assumed equal to PCE, see text
the electron density in the conduction band decreases and leads to a higher
experimental value of the pair creation energy, which can be assumed to be
an upper limit for the EEG. The calculated EEG can be compared with ex-
periments that had suppressed electron-hole recombination; the results for Si
can be found in [116] and are shown in gure 5.6. For SiO2, electron-hole
recombination is not a process of primary importance [61]; therefore, we can
expect good coincidence between the experimental long-time value [118] and
our calculation. For the two other materials shown in Table 5.1, we can only
compare our results for the pure EEG with the upper limit of the pair creation
energy for longer times (PCE) [118]. New experiments with femtosecond lasers
(FLASH) are needed to conrm our predictions.
5.3.3 Dependence of EEG on fluence
 In gure 5.7, we show a detailed comparison of the calculated eective energy
gap of silicon, which depends on photon energy and uence, with experimental
values and earlier models. The gure contains the experimental data obtained
by A.J. Tuzzolino in [116] (red circles), several results of dierent theoretical
calculations taken from previous studies: by M. Brigida et al. [131] (violet
diamonds), by R.C. Alig [121] (green crosses), by F. Scholze et al. [120] (blue
up-looking triangles) and by G.W. Fraser et al. [122] (orange down-looking
triangles). The results of the present calculations are shown with lines for
dierent uences. As can be clearly seen in this gure, all previous models
yield values around the commonly assumed electron-hole pair creation energy
in Si, 3.63 eV (i.e., the direct band gap, as discussed above), which is the
result of long-timescale experiments [117122]. These values dier from the
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experiments with damped recombination [116] by a factor of two or more, while
our simulation compares very well with the experimental data (gure 5.7).
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Figure 5.7: Eective energy gap vs. photon energy. Our Monte-
Carlo simulation (shown as lines for dierent uences) compares
well with experimental results extracted from [116] (shown as cir-
cles). Other calculations (the diamonds are results of the model
from [131], the crosses are the results of the calculations from
[121], the up-looking triangles are the results of the simulations
presented in [120], and the down-looking triangles are taken from
the simulation reported in [122]) show strong deviations.
We found almost no inuence of the laser intensity on the EEG in the case
of photon energies of several tens of eV. The eective energy gap remains at
EEEG  2:6 eV in the VUV photon energy region for uences ranging three
orders of magnitude around our chosen uence, from 0.02 to 20 mJ/cm2.
However, for higher energies around the L shell edge of Si, the number
of absorbed photons is very high in comparison to lower energies. The Auger
decay of holes in the L shell has characteristic times typically around 10 fs
(for light elements [89]); therefore, L shell photoionisation leads to only a
short delay of high energy electron production, which occurs in two steps.
First, the photon is absorbed by the L shell, leaving a hole behind. This hole
is then lled by an electron from the valence band, which excites a second
electron from the valence band into the conduction band or the continuum at
a high energy equal to the dierence between the L shell ionisation potential
and the energy of the electron in the valence band. However, another eect
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plays a much bigger role here. As can be seen in gure 5.2, the probability
of photoabsorption by L shell electrons is almost two orders of magnitude
higher than the photoabsorption by valence electrons. This fact is reected in a
sudden jump in the attenuation length as soon as the photon energy reaches the
L-edge. Additionally, highly energetic electrons created after L shell Auger
decays then produce impact ionisations of secondary electrons. Finally, the
electron density becomes so high that, even for a uence of 2 J/cm2, Pauli's
principle has to be taken into account. For high densities of excited electrons,
the electron loses a large portion of its energy after a few impact ionisations
and ends up in low energy states. According to Pauli's principle, electrons
ll the lower states of the conduction band, and later generations of electrons
cannot also be in the lowest energy states. As a result, the mean electronic
energy increases and, according to (5.1), the EEG increases. Thus, for very
high electron densities 1, the eective energy gap will deviate, demonstrating
the limits of the validity of (5.2).
5.4 Summary
 In conclusion, the transient dynamics of ionisation and redistribution of free
electrons in semiconductors (silicon, in our case) during ultrashort VUV laser
pulse irradiation were simulated with a Monte-Carlo method. The method
was extended in order to take into account the band structure of the material
and Pauli's principle. The number and energy distributions of free electrons
as a function of time from zero to 25 femtoseconds (laser pulse duration) were
obtained and analysed in detail.
It was demonstrated that the band structure signicantly inuences the
excitation of electrons. An essential part of the total energy provided by the
laser pulse was accumulated in holes ( 65%). We demonstrated that the
total number of excited electrons is determined by a statistical process that
depends on the mean kinetic energies of electrons and holes, respectively. The
recently introduced eective energy gap [15], a concept accounting for the
statistical nature of electron ionisation, is capable of estimating the number of
free electrons that are excited in irradiated semiconductors.
A simple formula to estimate this value at femtosecond timescales was
proposed based on the analysis of the electronic band structure of the material.
The method of such analysis was described, leading to a simple application of
the proposed concept. The limits of validity of the concept are discussed while
accounting for the timescales, photon energies and uences of the laser pulse.
1We must note that, in the regime of such high-electron densities, when Pauli's principle
begins to play a role, one of the assumptions of our model is no longer satised: the interac-
tion among free electrons becomes non-negligible. However, for the purposes of the present
work, the eect of thermalization by the redistribution of energy among free electrons is
not important and will not signicantly change the outcome of the calculations and the
conclusions drawn.
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The values of the eective energy gap obtained for dierent materials compare
well with the available experimental data.
The eects of L shell ionisation, as compared to ionisation of the valence
band, were considered. It was shown that, in addition to a short delay in
high-energy electron production, the L shell ionisation produces another ef-
fect: the total number of absorbed photons and, in turn, the total number of
excited electrons strongly increases relative to lower photon energies because
the photoabsorption sharply increases when photon energy reaches the ionisa-
tion potential of the L shell. Pauli's principle comes into play, especially for
high uences, restricting secondary ionisations.
We encourage the creation of experiments with FLASH in the XUV regime
around L shell ionisation energies to conrm our predictions and observe the
eects discussed in the presented work. Experiments on dierent materials
will also be valuable for comparison.
This chapter demonstrated that the description of intermediate energy elec-
trons is dierent from the high energy electron excitations (presented in chap-
ters 3 and 4). The main dierences in the MC method are in the inclusion of
some of the quantum eects, namely, eects of a band structure of the par-
ticular material and the Pauli's exclusion principle. Such eects can not be
neglected for electron energies of only a few tens of eV; the proposed extended
MC methods takes them into account. Although, the method became more
computationally consuming, but it signicantly shifted the limit of applicabil-
ity of Monte-Carlo method to lower energies.
In the next chapter we will demonstrate how further correlation eects
between electrons can be accounted for the case of many-electron systems 
metals.
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Chapter 6
Monte-Carlo simulation of VUV-XUV
femtosecond laser pulse irradiation of
metals
In this chapter a Monte-Carlo method is modied to describe the kinetics of
electronic excitation in a metal irradiated with a femtosecond laser pulse. As
discussed in the previous chapter, the method is extended by taking into ac-
count the density of states of materials, Pauli's principle, Auger processes.
Additionally, for a metal we include free-free electron interactions and corre-
lations between them.
We will focus on calculations of the free electron distribution functions
for a 10 to 40 fs Gaussian laser pulses in solid aluminum. Laser and target
parameters are chosen according to experiments made with FLASH at DESY
in Hamburg, which will allow us to directly compare the calculated results with
experimental ones. The comparison with the results of irradiated aluminum
is presented for the same parameters of irradiation as in Chapter 5. We also
show the comparison of the calculated emission spectra with the experiments.
This chapter is partly based on the work [132], the corresponding parts are
quoted.
6.1 Monte Carlo method extended for metals
 In our model we consider the following electronic processes: photoabsorption
by bound or free electrons, impact ionization by free electrons, Auger-like pro-
cesses within valence band for semiconductors (so called Coster-Kronig tran-
sitions, or impact ionization by holes), and scattering between free electrons
within conduction band for metals. These processes give initial conditions for
further energy dissipation and an eventual atomic motion. We neglect electron-
hole recombinations and radiative decays of holes because they typically need
more times than the timescales we are interested in [81,82].
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For the case of metals, free-free electron scattering is considered, taking into
account dynamical screening of the interaction potential. For the case of semi-
conductors, free-bound electron collisions (impact ionizations) are dominant
and interaction among free electrons can be fairly neglected [15,49,58,60].
The temporal intensity distribution of the laser pulse equates a Gaussian
shape with the FWHM duration of L = 10 fs and a total duration numer-
ically cut at 25 fs. The photon energy is chosen to be from ~! = 38 eV to
200 eV, and the uence ranges into interval from 0.2 till 5 J/cm2, similar to
experiments [19, 20]. Interactions of every single photon with electrons were
simulated event by event. The interaction probability with every single elec-
tron from dierent energy states within the valence (for semiconductor) or
conduction band (for metal) is determined from the relative cross-section of
interaction. The dierences in the cross-sections of photo-ionization of elec-
trons from dierent energy levels were introduced only by dierent densities of
electrons in dierent levels, according to the DOS-function. The valence band
was discretized, and each discrete interval in the valence band was normalized
to the total number of electrons in a simulation cube, as described below. This
yielded the relative values of the electron concentration in dierent energetic
discretization intervals of the valence band. In the same manner we discretized
the conduction band. The details of this numerical algorithm may be found
in [15,104] and in the previous chapters.
Analogously to the case of semiconductors (Chapter 5), the metallic target
is also considered as an isotropic and homogeneous atom arrangement. We
chose solid aluminum with a density of nat = 5:4 1028 m 3.
In the following, we will analyze the parameters of the laser pulse similar
to experiment in order to compare the calculated results with experimentally
measured ones; also we will present the results for the same laser parameters are
applied as for silicon (10 fs duration FWHM, ~! = 38 eV, uence of 2 J/cm2).
For energies of tens of electron-volts, the attenuation length of a photon in
aluminum [28] is very close to the one for silicon, see Fig. 6.1. Therefore, we
have approximately the same number of absorbed photons within a simulation
cube of the size 10 10 10 nm3. The periodical boundary conditions for the
simulation cube are used again. The initial energy distribution of electrons
was chosen to be as follows: the conduction band is lled up to a Fermi-energy
of aluminum Ef = 11.2 eV (initial temperature equals zero), corresponding
to the real density of states of aluminum, presented in Fig. 6.2 [123, 133].
The energy scale for the kinetic energy of free electrons starts at the bottom
of the conduction band (E = 0 eV in Fig. 6.2). All eective masses of the
electrons in the solid were assumed to equal the free electron mass. In contrast
to semiconductors, there is no valence band in aluminum. This simplies the
model, since it allows us to skip the band diagram analysis for minimal energy
necessary for secondary electronic processes.
However, the numerical algorithm should be modied in two ways. First of
all, the interaction among free electrons must be taken into account, as it is the
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Figure 6.1: Dependence of the photon attenuation length on the photon energy
in Al, extracted from [28]. The arrows indicate the photon energies that will
be used later in the section 6.4.
only relevant interaction channel on femtosecond timescales for electrons with
energy lower than the ionization potential of deep atomic shells (L shell ion-
ization potential of aluminum is  61 eV below the bottom of the conduction
band).
Interaction of free electrons can be described well within the Lindhard
dielectric function formalism, which takes into account dynamical screening of
the interaction potential. Thus, the mean free path (le) of the free-free electron
scattering and mean energy exchange (dEe=dx, energy loss per path) can be
calculated as follows [49,61]:
l 1e = ne
Z Ee Ef
0
de
d!
d! ;  dEe
dx
= ne
Z Ee Ef
0
de
d!
~!d! (6.1)
Where ne is the free electron density. The interaction cross-section e is dened
via Lindhard dielectric function by the following relation:
de
d!
=
~
nea0Ee
Z q2
q1
1
q
=

  1
(q; !)

dq (6.2)
Here we integrate the current momentum within the following limits: from
q1 =
p
2me=~(
p
Ee  
p
Ee   ~!) till q1 =
p
2me=~(
p
Ee +
p
Ee   ~!) [49,61],
and (q; !) is the Lindhard dielectric function [49, 61, 134]. The sign =(x)
means the imaginary part of x.
 The second modication of the algorithm is necessary to account for corre-
lations between free electrons. The correlations cannot be neglected anymore:
after appearance of a "hole" within the conduction band below the Fermi-
energy, any free electron can interact with any other to ll this hole. Such a
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Figure 6.2: The density of states of solid aluminum, extracted from
[123,133]. At the beginning the conduction band is lled up to the
Fermi-energy Ef = 11.2 eV.
situation occurs when a highly energetic free electron interact with a low en-
ergy electron from the bottom of the conduction band (below Fermi-energy).
Therefore, the system has to change the state in the sense that all electrons
should have a chance to interact with the hole, but not only highly energetic
excited electrons. To take into account these correlations, we discretized the
timescale into small intervals (small compared to the typical timescale of the
problem). On each time-step we redistribute free paths for interaction for
all electrons (according to Eqs. 6.1 and 6.2). This gives a chance to inter-
act to those electrons, which do not have high energy but might nd a place
within low energy states due to ionizations made by other (highly energetic)
electrons. Thus, we included possible correlations between electrons in time.
Except these points, the same algorithm as the one used for semiconductors
can be applied to describe excited metals.
If the incident photon energy is larger than the ionization potential of the
L shell of aluminum, the photons are mostly absorbed via L shell ionizations
[28]. Such an absorbtion is accomplished by the excited electron into the
conduction band or continuum, leaving an L shell holes behind. This 2p
holes will then decay via the Auger transitions. For Auger-like processes with
2p holes, the exponential law for the time of decay can be applied (chapter
5 and refs . [15, 49]). The DOS and Pauli's principle are taken into account
in the same way as for electron impact ionization process. In the algorithm,
the electron (hole) enabling the Auger-like transition and the electron being
ionized are randomly chosen among the electrons in the conduction band. The
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characteristic time of an Auger recombination tA for L-shell of aluminum is
known to be 40 fs [89,135].
Subsequent dynamics of secondary electrons, produced by the rst gen-
eration of the free electrons, ionizing L shell if their energy is high enough,
and by holes, and their interactions with other electrons or impact ionizations,
were also taken into account in the same manner.
Furthermore, we considered one more channel of possible scattering of elec-
trons, an elastic scattering on the target atoms. The mean free path of the
scattering is again written in the exponential form. The cross-section of elastic
scattering of a free electron with a target atom is taken in the form proposed by
Mott with screening parameter by Moliere (for details see chapter 3.2.3). If all
the prospective path lengths of the traced free electron for inelastic collisions
and for free-free electron scattering are larger than those for elastic collisions
with atoms, the current collision of the traced free electron is considered as the
elastic one. In this case the scattering plane angle ' was specied as random
values ranging in the interval (0; 2], and the scattering angle  is dened by
the transferred energy. The transferred energy is unambiguously determined
by the dierential cross-section and the randomly chosen impact parameter.
This transferred energy results in initial lattice excitations, and provides initial
conditions for further material modications.
All applied cross-sections are presented in the Fig. 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: Cross-sections of the elastic scattering of electron
on atoms (blue dash-dotted line), the electron-electron scattering
(solid red line), and the ionization of L-shell (black dashed line) in
the relevant energy interval.
The constructed algorithm must be checked for both: a) a correct nu-
merical realization, which is veried by tracing the energy conservation law,
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and b) correct physical background of the model, which can be checked by a
comparison with experimental data available, see section 6.2.
The energy balance is presented in Fig. 6.4, where the energies of electron,
holes, lattice and their sum are presented for the laser parameters, correspond-
ing to the experimental data that will be analyzed below in the next subsec-
tion. One can see that the total energy is increasing during the laser pulse.
After that, the total energy stays constant, which indicates that the numerical
scheme is correct. The total energy is conserved within the computer preci-
sion (16 digits), since the MC algorithm traces energy exchange in every single
collision event.
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Figure 6.4: Energies of electrons (red dashed line), of L-shell holes
(blue dash-dotted line), lattice (green dotted line) and the total
energy (sum of them all, black solid line) as functions of time for
92 eV photon energies and uence 0.2 J/cm2.
6.2 Comparison to experiments
To check the physical background of the model, we can compare our calculated
emission spectra caused by radiative decays of L-shell holes, with the exper-
imentally measured ones. In this case, the laser pulse parameters are chosen
to mimic the experimental details from [136]. The temporal intensity envelope
of the laser pulse is chosen in the Gaussian shape with a FWHM duration of
L = 30 fs. The photon energy is ~! = 92 eV (wavelength of  = 13:5 nm)
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and the simulated uences are 0.2 J/cm2, 0.7 J/cm2, 1.5 J/cm2, and 5 J/cm2.
First, we are calculating an electron distribution. The emission spectra are
obtained from electron recombinations from the conduction band to 2p states.
To calculate the emission spectra, we perform the following procedure [137]:
we trace the electronic redistribution until all of the L-shell holes are decayed;
at the moment of radiative decay of a hole, we save the current distribution of
electrons; nally, we average all saved distributions, and get the mean electron
distribution. After that, we multiply this averaged distribution with the DOS
of aluminum, convolute it with the point-spread-function of the experimen-
tally used spectrometer, and normalize the obtain spectra to directly compare
it with experimentally measured ones.
The calculated change of the distribution function of electrons in the con-
duction band of a solid aluminum irradiated with the uence of 0.2 J/cm2 is
presented in Fig. 6.5. The electron distribution consists of: the main part of
electronic bath, which has only slightly disturbed Fermi-shape 1; the delta-like
peak at approximately 30 eV coming from the electron excitation from the
L shell, which is present during and slightly after the laser pulse, and the
high energy part of the Auger-electrons at the energies of 73 eV  EF .
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Figure 6.5: Calculated electron distribution function for uence of
0.2 J/cm2, photon energy 92 eV, for dierent time instances.
Figure 6.6 demonstrates the experimental data of emitted spectra together
with the calculated ones. The results demonstrate a very good coincidence
between them. This allows us to conclude, that the proposed model is indeed
1Note, that the data between 25 eV and 60 eV are scattered due to numerical statistics,
and this scattering has no physical meaning.
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appropriate for description of the transient electronic excitation in metals at
ultrashort timescales.
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Figure 6.6: Emission spectra from conduction band to 2p transition
of electrons in irradiated aluminum. The experimental data for
uences of a) 0.2 J/cm2, b) 0.7 J/cm2, c) 1.5 J/cm2, and d) 5 J/cm2
(thin spiky red lines) are compared with the calculated spectra
(bold blue lines).
As can be seen in Fig. 6.5, during the characteristic L-shell decay times, the
electronic distribution is not yet thermalized. But the experimental spectra,
Fig. 6.6, reect only one part of electron distribution  electronic bath with
energies from the bottom of the conduction band till  2Ef . This kind of
experimental results do not give an information about the nonequilibrium high-
energy tail.
It is also interesting to note, that such a good coincidence is obtained if
we use a total DOS of solid aluminum. From the atomic selection rules one
might expect that the transition from 3p to 2p states does not contribute to the
observed spectra. However, Fig. 6.7 indicates that the experimental spectra
are not well described by the 3s and 3d electrons emission, but only by all of
the states together.
Indeed, one can generally expect dierent selection rules in solids than in
single atoms: the electrons in the conduction band of metal aluminum are
almost free, in contrast to atomic electrons; furthermore, many-body interac-
tions are essential there, an electron can always nd a partner among other
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neighboring electrons or phonons to interact with and to satisfy the conserva-
tion laws [138].
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Figure 6.7: Emission spectra for 0.2 J/cm2 uence. Thin spiky line
is the experimental data (the same as in Fig. 6.6.a). The calculated
spectra obtained from the transitions of all electrons within the
conduction band (total DOS) is included as a thick black line, the
partial spectra from 3s electrons (3-s states DOS) is presented by
the green short-dash-doted line, the violet dash-dot-dot line shows
the spectra coming from the 3p electrons (3-p states DOS), the
blue dashed line represents the 3d electrons (3-d states DOS), and
the orange dash-dot line is 3s+ 3d electrons.
A similar consideration of the dierence of the selection rules for atoms and
solids was presented in the review [139] (and references therein). The authors
concluded that the selection rules for electron transitions in solids are the
weaker, the more delocalized electronic state is. This perfectly coincides with
our observation: the conduction band electrons in aluminum are the most free-
like electrons among all the metals, thus, selection rules for transitions from
the conduction band to deeper states are expected to have only a small eect
if any.
Further we compare the transient distribution functions for dierent u-
ences. Fig. 6.8 demonstrates the temporally resolved electron distribution after
irradiation of aluminum with 5 J/cm2 laser pulse. The other parameters (pho-
ton energy, pulse duration) are the same as for Fig.6.5. Now, in contrast to the
lower uence, the distribution looks much smoother at 200 fs, demonstrating
a tendency to a faster thermalization. This nding is similar to observations
reported in [21] for visible light irradiation: the thermalization of electrons is
faster for higher uences of irradiation.
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Figure 6.8: Calculated electron distribution function for uence of 5
J/cm2, photon energy 92 eV, for dierent time instances. Compare
Fig. 6.5 for lower uence.
6.3 Difference and similarities with semiconductors
It is also interesting to compare the transient behavior of electron for the
case of irradiated metals with semiconductors (Chapter 5).  For a metal, we
obtained the transient energy distribution of electrons within the conduction
band. Distributions of electrons were again normalized to the number of ab-
sorbed photons (N~! = 52 for the uence of 2 J/cm2), and to the aluminum
DOS presented in Fig. 6.2. Fig. 6.9 shows the normalized electron distribution
function fe in metal. We see a set of curves similar to Fig. 5.4, but with some
dierences. The absence of a band gap smoothes the distributions.
The rst curve for a time t = 0 fs again corresponds to the absorption of the
very rst photon. This distribution also reects the band structure of material,
but now electrons are shifted from the conduction band to the higher energies
by adding the photon energy ~! = 38 eV. There are the same two competing
mechanisms of energy redistribution, however, they act within the conduction
band where the density of electrons stays constant. At times shorter than 25
fs the energy increases due to photoabsorption. The bath of Fermi-distributed
electrons is also heated by single excited electrons, which redistribute their
excess energy among other free electrons (secondary scattering). Therefore,
at the end of the laser pulse we see a slightly disturbed Fermi distribution of
the main part of electrons and a long high energy tail. The main part of the
electrons was not excited by photons and only suered from the secondary
interactions with ionized electrons. The spikes on the curves again reproduce
the band structure features during the irradiation.
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Figure 6.9: Transient electronic distribution function in Aluminum
irradiated with a 10 fs FWHM laser pulse.
Except for the features of the distribution attributed to the band structure,
the distribution demonstrates also the inuence of dynamical screening and
collective eects. The screened potential gives smaller cross-sections than the
cross-section of impact ionization, thus electrons need more time to redistribute
their energy. So we see a stronger non-equilibrium tail than for the case of
semiconductors.
In comparison to semiconductors, now all the energy provided by pho-
toabsorption is stored as a kinetic energy of electrons. Therefore, assuming
the same absorbed energy, the atoms will be able to get more energy in the
following electronic heating of the lattice.
6.4 Heating of lattice depending on incident photon en-
ergy
With the Monte Carlo method described above, we have calculated the lattice
heating for three dierent incident photon energies: 10 eV, 75 eV, and 200 eV.
The main dierence introduced by the chosen photon energy is that for the
photon energy of 10 eV, the photons are absorbed only by the conduction band
electrons, without L shell ionizations. Thus, all the energy provided by the
laser pulse is kept in the electronic subsystem, and can be exchanged with the
lattice. For the case of 75 eV photons, the absorbtion by L shell is dominant.
After the photoexcitation, an electron gains the energy of 13 eV above the
bottom of the conduction band, which is only a ( (13eV EF ))  3 eV above
the Fermi edge. In this case, the energy from the laser pulse is mainly stored
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Figure 6.10: Time evolution of the energies of electron, L-shell holes and the
lattice after (a) 10 eV, (b) 75 eV, and (c) 200 eV photon energy laser pulse
irradiation.
in L shell holes until their Auger-decays with a characteristic time of 40 fem-
toseconds. As it could be seen above, Fig.6.4, during approximately rst 200 fs
the electronic subsystem gains the absorbed energy with this delay. Ultrafast
processes of a lattice heating can be expected to be dierent from the rst case.
And at last, for the energy of 200 eV photon irradiation, the absorption is also
mainly by L shell electrons. However, after the photoexcitation, an electron
has enough energy to perform the secondary impact ionization of the L shell.
Thus, we can expect some interplay of the ionization-Auger recombination
mechanisms.
These eects support the idea that the ultrafast heating of the lattice should
depend on the incident photon energy. To analyze possible eects, we have
performed the simulations, with the total intensity of the laser pulse normalized
that way, so that nal absorbed energy is 1.2 eV/atom. We applied the laser
pulse duration of 10 fs FWHM with a maximum at 10 fs.
As we already could see above, Fig.6.5, electron distribution in irradiated
aluminum have two branches: the main part which is almost thermalized, and
the nonthermalized tail. The total thermalization is expected to take longer
times, but by the time of  200 fs the distribution function of the main part
of electrons has a pretty much Fermi-like shape.
The total energies of the free electrons in the CB, the transient energy
storage in L-shell holes and the energy transferred to the lattice are shown in
the gures 6.10.
In Fig.6.10 one can see that for the 10 eV photons, the photon energy is not
enough for L-shell ionizations, and thus all the energy is absorbed by the CB
electrons. Then this electrons exchange the energy with the atoms of lattice. In
contrast, for the 75 eV photons, the L-shell photoabsorption is dominant, and a
big amount of energy provided by the laser pulse is initially stored in the L-shell
holes. Later, this energy is released back to the electrons via Auger-decays.
This processes cause a delay into the heating of the electronic subsystem of the
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metal. In turn, this cause a delay in the heating of lattice. Indeed, the lattice
energy is smaller for the case of 75 eV photons than for 10 eV. Furthermore,
this eect is even more pronounced, since after the photoabsorption of 10 eV
by CB electrons, the electrons end up with the energies within the interval
of [Ef ; Ef+10 eV], while for the 75 eV photons, after the photoabsorption by
L-shell electron, they are at the energy only of Ef + 3 eV.
For the case of 200 eV photon absorption, the situation is in principle not
dierent from the 75 eV photons: the absorption is occurring dominantly by
L-shell photoionizations. Now after the photoabsorption electrons have an
energy of  138 eV. This highly energetic electrons heat the lattice faster. Al-
though, some energy is stored also in L-shell holes, but due to the fast heating
rate by the other electrons, the nal lattice energy is the highest among our
investigated photon energies. However, we have to note, that here the en-
ergy exchange between electrons and atoms is treated in the simplied manner
(accounting only for the total cross-section of elastic scattering as described
above). For detailed simulations, it is important to take into account a proper
energy exchange mechanism, based on the dierential cross-section of scat-
tering as a function of the transferred energy. This does not aect electronic
energy losses signicantly, but it is important for the resulting energy provided
to the lattice.
The energy of L-shell holes is given by the number of L-shell holes multiplied
with the ionization potential of the L-shell. Thus, the Fig. 6.10 also shows how
fast Auger-processes ll the holes. As one can see, by the time of  200 fs
there is no more hole remaining.
When all holes are decayed and the distribution of electrons is close to a
thermalized one, following the idea of chapter 4, we can switch to the TTM
model describing further lattice heating by equilibrated electronic ensemble.
Also, instead of describing the lattice properties in terms of temperature, one
can use a Molecular Dynamic simulations (MD-TTM combination [7, 140]),
which allows direct investigations of the material modications.
Due to the dierent lattice heating rates discussed above, the initial con-
ditions for the MD-TTM are dierent for dierent photon energies. Fig. 6.11
shows the comparison of the transient electron energies and excess energy of
lattice for dierent photon energies. One can see a substantial dierence at
200 fs.
Since the total absorbed energy is the same, one can expect a similar -
nal lattice heating and, if the energy is enough, probably similar nal lattice
structural modications. However, they should occur at dierent times, since
initial heating of the lattice take place with dierent rates.
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Figure 6.11: Energies of electronic subsystem (right axis) and the energy of
lattice (left axis) for the 10 eV, 75 eV, 200 eV photon energies of the 10 fs laser
pulse.
6.5 Summary
In conclusion, the transient dynamics of the ionization and redistribution of
free electrons in metals (aluminum) during ultrashort VUV-XUV laser pulse
irradiation were simulated with a Monte-Carlo method. The method was ex-
tended to take into account the band structure of the material, the Pauli's
principle, Auger recombinations occurring with holes in the L shell of solid
aluminum, and the dynamical screening eects taking place in interactions
among free electrons within the conduction band of a metal. It is shown
that the non-equilibrium situation is apparently stronger for metals than for
semiconductors, due to eective weakening of the interaction among electrons
by screening eects. The distribution consists of two parts: the low ener-
getic slightly distorted Fermi-distribution, and the long non-thermalized tail
of highly excited electrons. Due to the absence of the valence band, all the
energy provided by absorbed incoming photons is stored as kinetic energy of
the electrons.
The calculated spectra for dierent irradiation uences are in good agree-
ment with the measured ones. Also, the experimentally obtained emission
spectra from 2p holes decays show that all of the electrons from the conduc-
tion band are participating in radiative decays. This demonstrates that the
atomic selection rules do not hold for the conduction band electrons of a metal
aluminum. During the characteristic decay times, the electronic distribution
is not yet thermalized. The experimental spectra reect only one part of elec-
tron distribution, but do not give an information about the nonequilibrium
high-energy tail.
For electrons irradiated with femtosecond VUV-XUV laser pulse, we ob-
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served a tendency to thermalize faster, when the irradiation uence is higher.
This nding is similar to previously reported results for the visible light irra-
diation of aluminum.
We demonstrated that the lattice heating on ultrashort timescales by the
electrons depends on the incident photon energy. The major role here is played
by the ionization of deeper shells (L shell of aluminum for the present analy-
sis). We propose the MC-MD-TTM combination, a model which accounts for
the nonequilibrium electron dynamics at ultrashort timescales by MC simula-
tions, for the subsequent lattice heating by the thermalized electrons within
the two temperature model, and tracing in detail the lattice structural modi-
cations by means of MD simulations.
This chapter concluded our developed and extended Monte-Carlo algo-
rithm. We have demonstrated, how the classical MC algorithm can be con-
structed for high excitation energies. Then we came to the intermediate en-
ergies, and explained how the MC method can be applied there and which
processes must be included. We demonstrated the application of the method
to dierent kinds of materials: dielectrics, semiconductors and metals.
The next chapter will complete our story of electron excitations by adding
into consideration a case of very low excitation energies of a few eV. There, a
new method, not related to Monte-Carlo scheme, will be presented. Keeping
the brand, the method is dealing with non-equilibrium electronic subsystems
of solids, and it is applicable for ultra-short timescales.
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Chapter 7
Ultrashort visible light irradiation of
semiconductors
As it was already mentioned, the Monte-Carlo method was originally created
for the treatment of classical systems of particles. Thus, the method is working
very well for high energy deposition into materials, allowing for the description
of high energy electron transport, as it was discussed in the Chapters 3 and
4. Also, the method can be extended into lower electron energies, i.e. for
excitation of materials with XUV-VUV laser pulses, as it was described in
Capters 5 and 6, where necessary modications to account for quantum eects
(band structure and DOS of materials, Pauli's principle, correlations) had to
be made. However, for very low energies, like for the case of irradiation of
materials with visible light, the method becomes hardly applicable. For such
low energies, one has to use, for instance, Quantum Monte-Carlo methods,
Ab-initio calculations, or other statistical models like solution of Boltzmann
kinetic equation, Fokker-Plank equation or similar methods.
Within this chapter we discuss the possibilities of description of material
excitation by FLP of visible light. We will develop a relatively simple but
powerful model for description of electronic behavior in semiconductors under
and after irradiation. This chapter follows the Ref. [141].
7.1 Introduction
The interaction of laser pulses with matter has been of signicant inter-
est in fundamental research both, experimental [8, 13, 142149] and theoret-
ical [5, 7, 14, 15, 21, 22, 25, 26, 102, 150, 151], and for applications like microma-
chining, medical surgery and nanotechnology [152155]. Recently developed,
ultrafast lasers [13, 19, 20] have contributed to the progress in fundamental
research by allowing the direct investigation of the electronic excitation and
relaxation processes on the femtosecond timescale. The pulse duration for ul-
trafast lasers is comparable to the characteristic times of collisional processes
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such as electron-electron and electron-lattice collisions.
Lasers can induce phase transitions in semiconductors and change their
optical properties [13, 142,143,156162]. The phase transitions are attributed
to the heating and melting of the lattice, while the optical changes reect a
purely electronic eect. An accurate description of the laser eld excitation
must appropriately contain the lattice and electrons behaviors on ultrashort
timescales. To describe semiconductors, it is commonly assumed that earlier
models developed for metals may be applied with the necessary modications
[163167]. However, the underlying physics in the laser excitation of metals
and semiconductors are essentially dierent. Metals are characterized by a
large number of free carriers that can absorb the incoming radiation and then
quickly redistribute the excess energy among themselves. These processes
and the resultant lattice heating can be well-described with thermodynamic
models, e.g., the two temperature model [25,26]. In semiconductors irradiated
with visible light, the conduction band has to be lled rst with free electrons
excited from the valence band. These new electrons can absorb photons via
inverse bremsstrahlung and create secondary electrons by impact ionizations.
They also heat the lattice [117120,168170].
Thermodynamical approaches, which take into account the laser-induced
changes of the electron density in the conduction band, are widely applied [7,
25,26,163167]. Sophisticated descriptions take into account dynamic changes
in the optical parameters of a material (i.e., refractive index, reectivity, and
coecients of photoabsorption) that can result from the irradiation with fem-
tosecond laser pulses [164166].
However, these approaches have strong limitations: it is generally ques-
tionable to apply thermodynamic theory on a femtosecond timescale, since the
system may not be in thermal equilibrium. Kinetic approaches have shown,
for instance, that the electron-lattice energy exchange is inuenced by the
particular electron energy distribution and may dier after femtosecond laser
excitation from the predictions of the thermodynamical approach [14,21].
There is another problem of the common description of laser-excited semi-
conductors: the impact ionization is treated within a simple rate equation,
which assumes only a dependence on the density of the free electrons (i.e.
electrons in the conduction band) while their energy distribution is neglected
[164166]. However, comparisons with the exact solution of the kinetic equa-
tion have shown that this approach may drastically overestimate the impor-
tance of the impact ionization processes on a femtosecond timescale [14]. A
more detailed description for the excitation of the electrons is essential. The
recently proposed multiple rate equation (MRE [10]) combines the advantages
of the kinetic approach with the simplicity of the rate equation [6, 10, 171].
The MRE traces the free electron energy distribution and its eect on the
impact ionization probability. This inuences the transient number of free
electrons and thus changes the reection and the free-electron photoabsorp-
tion, nally changing the lattice heating and leading to observable material
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Table 7.1: The indices used in Fig.7.1 and the Eq.(7.1). The discrete index
corresponds to the energy described in the column 'meaning'
index value meaning
k d~!L="e Photon energy ~!L
j dEmine ="e Minimum impact energy Emine
j0 dEg="e Energy gap Eg
m d"m="e Maximum energy of calculations
k0 d("i + Eg)=2e Energy of electron prior to
Auger-decay
damage [172,173].
The above mentioned diculties of standard approaches could be overcame
by using ab-initio methods, like DFT [150], molecular dynamics [7], kinetic
equations [14], or combinations of such methods. However, these approaches
are numerically highly demanding and usually not appropriate to directly in-
terpret experimental results. Thus, our main goal is to establish a model as
simple as possible, resolving the density and energy dependence of the govern-
ing processes on ultrashort timescales.
We present a comprehensive model based on an extended MRE that in-
cludes the nonequilibrium heating of the lattice in dependence on the electronic
distribution, and dynamic changes in the dielectric function. The combination
of these advanced descriptions of electrons and lattice provides a powerful tool
for modeling the laser excitation of semiconductors.
7.2 A statistical model developed
In our model, we assume the valence band (VB) to be an innite bath of
electrons that can absorb photons from the laser pulse and increase the number
of electrons in the conduction band (CB). This approximation holds for low
uences far from the saturation of photoabsorption. In the opposite case,
the change in the number of valence band electrons may be included in the
model [171]. However, in the present work we limit ourself to uences around
the melting threshold.
The electrons in the conduction band, further denoted as "free electrons",
can absorb additional photons and, by that, increase the energy of the free
electron subsystem. Electrons with suciently high energy for secondary ion-
ization will perform impact ionizations, which result in electron excitation
from the valence band. Excitation from the valence to the conduction band
is further denoted as "ionization". The energy required for impact ionization,
Emine , depends on the band structure of the particular material. The electron-
phonon scattering heats the lattice but acts as a cooling mechanism for the
electronic subsystem. These processes occur on the femtosecond timescale.
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On the picosecond timescale, the Auger recombination of free electrons (three-
body recombination) decreases the density of electrons in the conduction band.
The processes are illustrated in Fig.7.1.
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Figure 7.1: A schematic of the processes changing the electronic
distribution in the conduction band. The x-axis is the electron
energy scale " divided into the valence band (VB) and the con-
duction band (CB). The dashed arrows indicate electron energy
increase due to photoabsorptions (both, photoexcitation from the
VB to the CB, and sequential photoabsorptions within the CB).
The dash-dotted arrows show impact ionization processes in which
two electrons are involved (excitation of an electron from the VB to
the CB by impact of an electron from the CB). The dotted arrows
are used to mark Auger-process: one electron falls down from the
CB to the VB, while a second electron gains the energy within the
CB. The solid arrows between the neighboring energy steps show
the process of phonon emission.
In our approach (see Fig.7.1 and cf. Eq. (7.1)), we discretized the energy
in the conduction band in steps of the mean phonon energy of the material
" = "i   "i 1. The current discrete energy level is marked with index i
and ranges from the bottom of the conduction band "1 = 0 eV to a certain
maximum level "m. A list of the additional indices and their meanings is
presented in Table 7.1. The photon energy is ~!L, Eg is the band gap of the
material, and the sign dxe means the integer number above x.
For instance, the energy "k is equal to the photon energy, counted from
the bottom of the conduction band; and the energy "i k describes the energy,
which is of the one photon energy less than "i.
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7.2.1 Extended multiple rate equation describing the electronic distri-
bution
To describe the electronic subsystem and all of the processes schematically
shown in Fig.7.1, we devised the following system of equations for the electronic
densities in the conduction band, ni, at certain energies "i based on the multiple
rate equation [6, 10]:
_ni = ( _n1p((~!L   Eg)  "i) + _n2p((2~!L   Eg)  "i))+ 
W 1pti kni k("i   ~!L) W 1pti ni

+ 
ni+1
 phi+1
 (1  i;m)  ni
 phi
 (1  i;1)
!
+
 
mX
l=j
lnl  i;1 + i+j0ni+j0   ini  ("i   Emine )
!
+
 
n2k0nfree  ("i   Eg)  2n2infree

; for i = 1::m (7.1)
where (x  x0) = 1 if x  x0, or (x  x0) = 0 otherwise; x;x0 = 1 if x = x0,
otherwise x;x0 = 0.
In the following we describe all terms entering Eq.(7.1).
In contrast to the earlier versions of the MRE [6, 10, 171], as mentioned
above, the conduction band is discretized with the energy intervals " =
"i   "i 1 equal to the mean phonon energy of the material.
The change in the electron density ni with time is denoted with _ni = dni=dt.
The rst brackets describe the incoming electrons from the valence band by
one-photon absorption _n1p. Depending on their initial energy in the valence
band, electrons can enter the energy levels from the bottom of the conduction
band "1 = 0 up to the maximum energy that an electron can receive after
photoabsorption, ~!L   Eg. Electrons after photoabsorption are distributed
equally among these levels. The second term in Eq.(7.1) accounts for the two
photon absorption _n2p that can occur for energy levels up to (2~!L   Eg).
The next set of brackets contains the terms for the free-electron photoab-
sorption, which is described by the probability W 1pti . The rst term here
denotes the inux of electrons from lower level k, which is dened in Table 7.1.
The second term denotes the loss of electrons at level "i due to photoabsorp-
tion.
The third set of brackets addresses the energy exchange with phonons that
occurs on the characteristic time  phi and depends on the energy of an electron
on this level "i. Since the discretization interval was chosen to equal the mean
phonon energy ", the phonon emission will lead to electron jumps between
the neighboring levels i+ 1 and i.
The fourth bracket describes the impact ionization. This process is charac-
terized by the probability of the impact ionization k, where the lowest energy
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sucient for impact ionization is dened by the level j (Table 7.1). Due to
the impact ionization by any electron from energy levels above a certain limit
of Emine , we assumed that the ionized electrons from the valence band end at
the lowest energy level "1 only. This condition is ensured by the term i;1. The
high energy electron creating this impact ionization will lose energy equal to
the band gap, and the probability of this event is described with i+j0.
The last brackets are for the Auger-recombination, which is characterized
by the recombination coecient  and is generally assumed to be proportional
to the cube of the electronic density. For the numerical description, we assumed
the following symmetry in the process: both electrons participating in Auger
decay are taken from the same level k0, containing nk0 electrons, in which one
electron jumps to the level i and gains energy, and the other electron falls
to the valence band and disappears from the conduction band. However, the
electron falling into a valence band can ll any hole, so a third partner in the
Auger-process contributes to the equation as the total number of holes, which
is equal to the total number of free electrons nfree =
mP
i=1
ni. This assumption
allows us to describe the inux of electrons to the level i from lower levels with
one term n2k0nfree, where the level of the electron gaining the energy is dened
by the index k0, which can be found in Table 7.1.
The number of the last level m is chosen according to the condition that
only a few electrons will reach it during the simulations (no more than 10 6nfree)).
This condition ensures that there is no inuence of the boundary on the re-
sults. One must take special care of the boundary to ensure that no electrons
cross it. We have, therefore, additional conditions for the processes in Eq.(7.1)
to describe the energy gain for the electrons: the free-electron photoabsorption
occurs only for levels below m  k, and the Auger recombination is limited to
levels k0  (m+ j0)=2.
The equation (7.1) does not contain spatial dependencies, and, thus, ne-
glects particle and heat transport. Therefore, the model in the present state is
valid for the case of thin layer materials under laser irradiation (with a thick-
nesses smaller than the characteristic attenuation length of photons, which is
for the present work  50 m), or on short timescales when the electron trans-
port does not play a signicant role (typically, subpicosecond scales [166]). The
spatial dependence can be introduced analogously to the method presented in
Ref. [171].
The next subsection describes the parameters entering Eq.(7.1). Heating
of the lattice due to phonon-emissions by electrons is described in subsection
7.2.3.
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7.2.2 Optical properties and parameters of extendedmultiple rate equa-
tion
The one-photon absorption rate is dened as:
_n1p = (1 R)wb  I(t) ; (7.2)
where R is the current reectivity of the material, wb is the coecient of the
photoabsorption for the particular material and I(t) is the intensity of the laser
pulse as a function of time.
The reectivity is dened via the dielectric function, or the refractive index
[163]:
R =
(n  1)2 + k2
(n+ 1)2 + k2
; (7.3)
with n and k being the real and imaginary parts of the refractive index, re-
spectively. n and k are determined using:
2n2 = <() +
q
<()2 + =()2) ;
2k2 =  <() +
q
<()2 + =()2 ; (7.4)
where the symbols < and = denote the real and imaginary part, respectively,
and  is the transient dielectric function of the system.
For the dielectric function we use the well-known Drude formula [13, 163,
172,173]:
 = r  

!p
!L
2
1
1 + i=!L
: (7.5)
Here r is the intrinsic dielectric constant; !p =
p
nfreee2=me is the transient
plasma frequency with e being the electron charge and me the eective elec-
tron mass in the conduction band of the material;  is the collision frequency
parameter. The dielectric function and, thus, the reectivity depends on the
total number of excited electrons in the conduction band nfree and, thus, are
dynamically changing during the laser pulse irradiation. As we will show be-
low, it is important for determining the material's response to irradiation.
The rate of two-photon absorption _n2p can be written in a similar manner
as the one-photon absorption in Eq.(7.2), with its own coecient of photoab-
sorption that can be acquired experimentally for a particular material (see
section III).
The free electron photoabsorption can occur only with the help of a third
particle that provides the energy- and the momentum-conservations. For
solids, this third partner can be either phonon or another free electron [13].
Therefore, the probability of free photoabsorption is written in the form of
Drude absorption [174]
W 1pti =
e2r
me(1 + !
2
L
2
r )~!L
E2L ; (7.6)
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where r is the mean electron collision time dened through electron-phonon
and electron-electron collision times by Mattissen's rule r = (1=
ph
i +1=
e) 1
[13]. The characteristic time of scattering with phonons depends on the energy
of the electron, which is denoted by the index i in  phi . This characteristic
scattering time usually is a complicated function for the particular material
and is addressed later. The electron-electron collision time  e is a function of
the number of free electrons:  e = hlei=hvei, where hlei is the electron mean
free path, and hvei is the mean electron velocity for all of the free electrons.
The mean free path is dened by the electron-electron collision cross-section
e and the total electron density hlei = 1=(nfreee). The mean velocity can be
easily calculated from the current electron distribution by averaging the energy:
hvei = (2
mP
l=1
"lnl=(nfreem

e))
1=2. Combining this, we obtain the expression for
the mean electron-electron scattering time:
 e =
0@enfree
vuut2 mX
l=1
"lnl=nfree=me
1A 1 : (7.7)
For an estimation of the cross section, one can apply, for instance, the Fermi-
screened potential of the interaction. This yields the cross-section in the fol-
lowing form e = r2f , with rf =
p
Ef=(6enfree) where the Fermi energy, Ef ,
can be calculated for the given material density of states and current density
of electrons.
EL is the electrical eld amplitude of the laser inside the material and is
determined by the laser intensity [14]:
E2L = (1 R)I(t)=(
p
0=0
p
j<()j) ; (7.8)
where the 0 and 0 are the electric constant (vacuum permittivity) and the
magnetic constant (vacuum permeability), respectively.
By combining equations (7.6)-(7.8) we obtain the transient coecient of
the free-electron photoabsorption dependent on the material properties and
the transient number of excited electrons.
The impact ionization coecient can be dened by the cross-section of
impact ionization: i = nvivi where nv is the density of electrons in the
valence band of the material; vi is the velocity of electrons on the level i,
which is determined by the energy level vi =
p
2"i=me; and the cross section
of the impact ionization i can be taken in the analytical form proposed by
M. Gryzi«ski [8688], Eq. (3.14).
The coecient of the Auger-recombination is generally assumed as con-
stant for a particular material (see section 7.3).
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Figure 7.2: Cross-section of impact ionization according to
Eq.(3.14) [8688]. Parameters of a silicon target are applied.
7.2.3 Lattice heating
At each timestep of the calculations t the total energy transferred to the
lattice is calculated as Etot =
mP
l=2
nl
phl
"t. It is expressed as a lattice tem-
perature as follows:
Tl =
Etot
Cl
; (7.9)
where Tl is the increase in the lattice temperature and Cl is the lattice heat
capacity, which is generally a function of the lattice temperature.
Eq.(7.9) is used to determine the temperature of the lattice heated by the
nonequilibrium electronic subsystem, and to evaluate the degree of melting
and damage of the material.
When the lattice temperature has reached the melting temperature, addi-
tional heat from the electrons is used for melting. During melting, the tem-
perature does not increase, but the electronic subsystem loses its energy to
overcome the enthalpy of fusion H.
7.3 Applied parameters
Based on earlier experiments [13], we chose a Gaussian laser pulse with a
tp = 100 fs duration, determined as a full width of half maximum. The laser
pulse intensity is given in the following form:
I(t) = F=(s
p
2)  exp( (t  tp)2=(2s2)) ; (7.10)
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where F is the uence, and s = tp=(2
p
2) according to the normalization.
The photon energy was ~!L = 1:88 eV, which corresponds to a wavelength
of 625 nm.
Solid silicon was chosen as the target, which has a solid density of  = 2:32
g/cm3 and a valence electron density of nv = 4  4:5 1022 1/cm3. For a
wavelength of 625 nm, the intrinsic dielectric constant is r = 7:0+i0:17 [175].
The coecient of one photon absorption can be found using Refs. [165,166]:
wb = (5:02  103 cm 1) exp(Tl=430 K)=(~!L) : (7.11)
Since the photoionization is generally supported by the electron-phonon inter-
action, this coecient depends on the lattice temperature Tl (in K).
The two-photon absorption rate for silicon is dened as follows [165,166]:
_n2p = ((1 R)I(t))2=(2~!L);  = 2:0 cm=GW ; (7.12)
However, the two-photon absorption is some orders of magnitude too low to
have any signicant eect for our range of uences.
For the free-electron photoabsorption the coecient of the collisional fre-
quency in the Eq.(7.5) was chosen to be  = 2 fs 1.
The Auger-recombination coecient was assumed as  = 3:810 31 cm6=s
[165,166].
Additional material properties used are the eective electron mass me =
0:35me, where me is the free electron mass, and the mean phonon energy
" = 0:063 eV [116].
The analysis of the band structure of Si showed that the minimal kinetic
energy of an electron in the conduction band necessary for the impact ioniza-
tion Emine was equal to the band gap of the material [15, 128]; therefore, the
levels j and j0, mentioned above, are equal.
The band gap of the material is a function of the lattice temperature and
is given by the equation [164]:
Eg = 1:17  1:28  10 4Tl   2:32  10 7T 2l + 6  10 11T 3l (7.13)
where the band gap is measured in eV, and the lattice temperature is measured
in K. The energy levels j0 and the conditions depending on the band gap of
the material in the Eq.(7.1) will be dynamically changing with the heating of
the lattice. Note, that Eq.(7.13) describes a change of the band gap due to
lattice heating, but not due to the laser eld applied. The ponderomotive shift
of the gaps is smaller than Eg = e2E2L=(4m

e!
2
L)  0:02 eV for the applied
laser elds strengths [14], which is much smaller than the band gap of Si and,
thus, is not included in the model.
The characteristic time of electron-phonon scattering, which is dependent
on the electron energy for silicon, was extracted from Fig.7.3 [169, 170] and
applied to the system (Eqs. (7.1) and (7.6)).
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Figure 7.3: The total electron-phonon scattering rate of Si, ex-
tracted from the Refs. [169,170].
For higher energies than shown in Fig. 7.3, we assumed that the rate re-
mained constant and equal to the value corresponding to the maximum energy
in the gure.
The heat capacity of the lattice for Si can be found using
Cl = 1:978 + 3:54  10 4Tl   3:68  T 2l ; (7.14)
where the heat capacity is measured in J/(cm3 K), and the temperature in
K [165,166].
The melting temperature of solid silicon is Tmelt = 1685 K [13], and the
heat of fusion is H = 0:0482 eV/atom.
Taking into account all these parameters, we can solve the system of
Eqs.(7.1) and compare the obtained results to experimental data.
7.4 Results and discussions
The calculations were performed for dierent uences in the range from 0.01
J/cm2 to 0.4 J/cm2 to nd a critical uence corresponding to material damage.
First, we calculated the dependence of the total free-electron density on time
(Fig. 7.4). The electron density in the conduction band increased during and
slightly after irradiation and then remained approximately constant. In the
range of the characteristic time of the Auger decay, which for the resulting
densities of free electrons is around 1 ps, it decreased.
To analyze the excitation and relaxation electronic processes in more de-
tail, we examined the contributions of both channels of electronic ionization,
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Figure 7.4: The total density of free electrons during and after
irradiation of the solid Si target for dierent uences of irradiation.
and compared their importance for dierent uences. Fig.7.5 shows that the
excitation of electrons by photoionization is clearly the dominant process, and
impact ionization is involved only for high uences and long timescales, as is
also reported for dielectrics [6, 10]. To perform impact ionization, electrons
must gain energy higher than a minimum ionization energy Emine . This energy
gain requires time. For femtosecond pulses of visible light, the pulse duration
is insucient to establish the impact ionization channel. Thus, there is no
eective ionization avalanche.
The dynamical change in the reectivity, Eq.(7.3), is presented in Fig.7.6 for
dierent uences. According to the general dependence of the Drude dielectric
function on the electronic density [13,163,165,172], the reectivity decreases for
low uences, while above some limiting uence of approximately 0.25 J/cm2,
it starts to increase and overcome the initial value. For high uences we cut
the curves at certain times, when the material melts (see below, Fig. 7.8).
During melting of solid silicon, band structure changes leading to collaps of
the band gap, thus metallization occurs [13]. Since we do not take into account
dynamics of the band structure in the present model, we do not calculate the
connected changes of reectivity.
To compare the obtained reectivity with experimental data, we plotted
its value as a function of uence for xed times after irradiation: after 150
fs when the laser pulse is just completed, and at 650 fs (Fig. 7.7). We found
perfect agreement between the calculated reectivity and the experimentally
measured reectivity [13] for the time of 150 fs.
For the time of 650 fs we obtained qualitatively good agreement that repro-
duced the main features of the increase, while the absolute value of the calcu-
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Figure 7.5: Density of free electrons during and after the irradiation
of solid Si target caused by dierent ionization mechanisms. Two
dierent uences of irradiation are considered.
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Figure 7.6: The change in the reectivity as a function of time
for dierent uences. Curves are shown up to the melting of the
material.
lated reectivity was lower than the experimental one. This may be explained
by the fact that at the time of 650 fs for uences starting from approximately
0.2 J/cm2, the lattice has already started to melt, as shown below in Fig. 7.8.
As mentioned above, the melting of solid silicon leads to a metallization of
silicon [13]. Thus, we do not expect a quantitative agreement of reectivity for
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such high uences. However, the qualitative behavior is still reproduced well
as can be seen in Fig. 7.7.
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Figure 7.7: The reectivity as a function of uence for two dierent
times after the irradiation. The squares and circles are experimen-
tal data from Ref. [13]. The lines are the results of the presented
calculations.
The heating of the lattice is presented in Fig. 7.8 for dierent uences.
Here, we found the critical uence for melting by the direct comparison of the
lattice temperature to the melting temperature. Fig. 7.8 shows that the lattice
is molten for uences above approximately 0.141 J/cm2.
We calculated the critical uence for melting for two dierent wavelengths
625 nm and 800 nm. The data are presented in Table 7.2 with the experimental
data of the damage threshold from dierent authors. Our results t well to
the experimental data, although the latter vary rather widely. The general
tendency is a larger threshold for the longer wavelength as also found in our
calculations.
Based on the results presented in Figs. 7.7 and 7.8 and Table 7.2, we
conclude that the proposed model accurately describes both the electronic
kinetics and the lattice heating, allowing us to determine the change in the
optical parameters and the material damage threshold. The well-established
concept of nonthermal melting of semiconductors irradiated with femtosecond
laser pulses is based on lattice atoms disorder due to a change of the interatomic
potential caused of a high ionization degree [13,150,166,167]. In contrast, we
obtained the damage uence via thermal melting criteria, i.e. melting of
the lattice by heating of atoms in the unchanged interatomic potential. We
achieved that because we included two key eects: 1) the dynamic change
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Figure 7.8: The lattice temperature during and after the irradiation
of silicon for dierent uences of irradiation.
in the optical parameters (reectivity, free-electron photoabsorption) and 2)
the nonequilibrium electron distribution and heating of the lattice with this
nonequilibrium electronic ensemble.
Note, that for suciently high uences we obtained a temperature increase
greater than 1.5 times the melting temperature within less than one picosecond
after the beginning of irradiation. This leads to a fast completion of melting
kinetics on the same timescale throughout homogeneous nucleation [7, 102].
Thus, our results show that thermal melting may also occur on a subpicosecond
timescale.
Additionally, we performed the analysis of the absorption by free electrons.
Fig. 7.9 shows the photoabsorption by free electrons in the conduction band
for dierent uences. At a uence of approximately 0.28 J/cm2, there is a
sudden increase in absorption at the end of irradiation. For insulators, this
eect is referred to as optical breakdown. In contrast to dielectrics in which
the material damage occurs after optical breakdown [172, 173], the material
damage (melting) for semiconductors occurs at lower uences than the optical
breakdown (compare thresholds of the data in Fig. 7.8 to those in Fig. 7.9).
We conclude that the crystal damage originating from melting and the opti-
cal breakdown as a sudden increase in the free-electron photoabsorption are
independent processes and must be considered separately, depending on the
material and laser parameters.
It is also interesting to note, that the experimental ndings shown in Table
7.2 demonstrate two aspects of the data: one set of thresholds at Fm  (0:15 
0:17) J/cm2, and a second one at 0.25 - 0.27 J/cm2. While the rst set of data
corresponds to our calculated melting threshold, the larger values agree with
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Table 7.2: A comparison of the calculated and experimentally measured dam-
age threshold uence Fm [J/cm2] of silicon for two dierent irradiation wave-
lengths (, nm). The experimental data were collected from the references
cited within the table.
Fm( = 625) Fm( = 800) Reference
0.12 - [156]
0.15 - [18,158]
0.17 - [13]
- 0.15 [161]
- 0.16 [162]
- 0.17 [159]
- 0.25 [142,160]
- 0.27 [143]
0.141 0.17 Present work
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Figure 7.9: The total density of absorbed photons by free electrons
during the irradiation of a solid Si target for dierent uences of
irradiation with visible light of 625 nm.
our calculated optical breakdown threshold. The optical breakdown generally
leads to strong irreversible damage of the crystal with possible ablation, thus
the damage should be more pronounced in experiments.
7.5 Summary
In conclusion, a new model describing the irradiation of semiconductors with
femtosecond laser pulses was developed. Based on the earlier proposed multiple
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rate equation, the new model includes not only the energy distribution of
conduction band electrons, but also the interaction of electrons with phonons
and, thereby, the heating of the lattice. Taking into account dynamic changes
in the optical parameters of the target (reectivity, absorption coecients) and
tracing the resulting lattice heating and melting, the model comprehensively
gives access to a damage criterion.
In contrast to well-established approaches based on a thermodynamic de-
scription of the material, our new model is applicable to nonequilibrium elec-
tronic systems in which thermodynamic properties like temperature are not
well dened. The model remains simple to use in comparison with, for instance,
solving the Boltzmann kinetic approach or the Fokker-Planck equation.
We found perfect agreement with the measured reectivity of silicon irra-
diated with a femtosecond laser pulse and the damage uence threshold.
Our results show that the damage of irradiated semiconductors may be
caused by purely thermal melting within a picosecond in addition to the com-
mon assumption of nonthermal melting.
It was demonstrated that for semiconductors the lattice reaches the melt-
ing temperature rst, and the optical breakdown appears only for higher u-
ences. Thus, the melting and optical breakdown of a material are independent
processes and should be considered separately, accounting for the particular
material and laser pulse properties.
This chapter concluded the overview of ultrafast electronic excitations in
solids. Together with previous chapters, which were describing high (in the keV
regime) and intermediate (tens to hundreds eV) energies of electron excitations,
we completed the discussion by constructing a model applicable for low energy
excitation (few eV) of semiconductors and dielectrics.
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Chapter 8
Summary
This dissertation was focused on general aspects of ultrafast electron behavior
in solids after high energy deposition. We discussed two possible ways of such
energy deposition: by swift heavy ions (SHI) impacts, and by femtosecond laser
pulses (FLP) irradiation. In both cases, FLP and SHI irradiation of solids,
initially the electronic subsystem is excited to high energies on subpicosecond
timescales, and only later the lattice is heated by this ensemble of electrons.
Although the processes of initial excitation of electrons for these two cases are
dierent, but one can expect certain similarities for later electron relaxation.
This electronic behavior and energy exchange with a lattice dene the following
material transformations.
Depending on the energy of initial excitation, it is convenient to bring under
consideration three main energy regimes, characterized by dierent processes
involved: a) high energy electron excitation, where the electron energy can
reach up to few keV to few tens of keV; b) intermediate electron energies on
the order of tens to hundreds eV, and c) low energy electrons, which are excited
by a visible light of few eV. These three regimes were described in this work,
arranged in the text in the same order. For each of these parts an adequate
model has been constructed, and the results were compared to experiments.
The rst part was focused on the SHI irradiation of insulators, creating
electrons with energies up to several tens of keV (chapters 3 and 4). At this
energies, the semiclassical Monte-Carlo (MC) approach was presented and the
results were compared to experiments. The method presents a "classical" way
to construct a MC algorithm, and describes the main advantages of the model.
This part is accomplished by presenting the extended approach  a combination
of the MC method with the two temperature model (TTM), and discussion of
the advantages of this combined MC-TTM method.
In the second part (chapters 5 and 6), we focused on intermediate energies
(in the order of  100 eV) of excitation of the electronic subsystem of ma-
terials in ultrashort timescales. To give a particular example, we considered
excitations of solids with FLP in VUV-XUV photon energy range. There we
have developed a new MC code, which describes the excitation and relaxation
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processes in terms of single particles. A classical MC approach was extended
to account for a density of states (DOS) of material, for Pauli blocking and
correlations. Analyzing the results for semiconductors allowed us to introduce
a concept of an eective energy gap, which can be used to estimate a number of
excited electron per the absorbed photon. For the case of metals, we described
the dierence from semiconductors, and introduced necessary modications
in the Monte-Carlo procedure. Comparisons with experimental results were
presented there as well.
In the third part (chapter 7), an extended multiple rate equation (EMRE)
was proposed. This model describes a visible light irradiation of semiconduc-
tors or dielectrics, thus, applicable for electrons excited to the energies of only
a few eV. The EMRE is a specially constructed numerical model of solving a
kinetic equation. It combines the simplicity of rate equation systems, with a
availability of tracing the nonequilibrium electronic distribution. Important
dierences from the usual thermodynamical approaches are discussed there,
and the comparison with experiments is presented.
These three dierent descriptions complete our story of electron excitations
and relaxations at ultrashort timescales. Three dierent models allowed us to
cover a broad interval of energies: from an eV to tens of keV. At dierent
energies, there are peculiarities that have to be considered specially. The
corresponding necessary considerations were presented in this dissertation.
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Appendix A
Monte-Carlo Algorithm and the applied
cross-sections
In this Appendix we will give a more detailed description of the Monte-Carlo
algorithm applied in the Chapters 5 and 6. Particularly, we describe the cross-
sections applied, possible other choices of cross-sections and the inuence on
the nal results of the simulation. Also, at the end we will focus on the novelty
of the proposed method, which most important aspect is tracing individual
particles simultaneously with tracing of the electron distribution function.
To model a penetrating laser pulse, we determine the time instance when
every particular photon penetrates the simulation box, according to the Gaus-
sian prole of the laser pulse intensity. Then, the realized free path is calcu-
lated according to the Poisson law; the mean free path (attenuation length)
can be found in Ref. [176] for photon energies above 30 eV. We dene whether
this photon is absorbed or not, according to a condition, whether the real-
ized penetration depth is smaller than the simulation box size or not. The
electron that absorbs the photon is chosen randomly among all the electrons.
Note that for photons with energy above the L-shell ionization potential, the
probability of photoabsorption by electrons of L-shell is much higher than that
of the conduction or valence band electrons (the attenuation length is much
shorter [176]).
The following algorithm for the determination of the interaction parameters
realizing the collision of excited electron was used [15, 104, 114, 132]: rst, we
determine the type of the next collision, according to the relative cross-section
of elastic atomic scattering, secondary ionization if the electron energy is high
enough, and free-free electron scattering for the case of a metal. For the case of
a semiconductor, the last process can be neglected, since the density of excited
free electrons is much smaller than the density of valence electrons; thus free-
free electron scattering becomes negligible on femtosecond timescales (before
electron thermalization). On the second step, the path length is calculated for
the chosen kind of collision according to Eq.(3.11) from Chapter 3, repeated
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here for convenience:
lk =   ln(k)lk0 ; (A.1)
where lk is the realized free ight distance, k is a random number uniformly
distributed in [0, 1), and lk0 = (nkk  F ) is the mean free path, calculated for
the particular event according to its cross-section k, and the number of cor-
responding scattering centers nk (atoms, or electrons within particular energy
interval). The coecient F = (1 fc(E)) is responsible to maintain the Pauli's
principle [104,132], and will be discussed below in more detail.
Here, the cross-section can correspond to elastic scattering k = at, for
this case nk = nat, the density of atoms; or to secondary ionizations k = imp,
for which nk = nv (where nv is the density of valence electrons); or to a free-
free electron scattering k = free, where nk = ne denotes the density of free
electrons.
The elastic scattering cross-section is taken in a form of Mott's cross-section
with the screening parameter proposed by Moliere (see [49,177] and references
therein):
dat
d!
= r2e
Z(Z + 1)
(1  cos() + 2c)2
1  2
4
; at = a
2
0
Z(Z + 1)
c(c + 1)
Ry2
E2e
: (A.2)
Here,  = (v=c)2 with v being the electron velocity; c is the speed of light in
vacuum; ! is dened out of the transferred energy E = ~!, which determi-
nation will be described later; re is the classical electron radius; a0 = 0:53 Å is
Bohr radius; Ee is the energy of the free electron; Ry = 13:6 eV is the Rydberg
constant; Za is the atomic number of the colliding atom (Si or Al for our case),
and c is the screening parameter of the atom by its own electrons [49,177]:
c = 1:7 10 5Z2=3

mec
2
2Ee
  1
 
1:13 + 3:76
Z2
2
mec
2
2Ee
s
1 +
mec2
Ee
!
;
(A.3)
whereme is the free electron mass, and  = 1=137 is the ne structure constant.
Alternatively, one could use other screening parameters, or even introduce
dierent cross-sections, as discussed in Refs. [49, 177]. In particular, one can
apply electron-phonon scattering instead of electron-atom elastic scattering,
which is more suitable for low electron energies (below 10 eV or 50 eV [49,61]).
Also, one could calculate electron atom scattering beyond the assumption of
single atoms, accounting for many-body eects in solids by means of density-
functional-theory or other kind of ab  initio calculations.
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For the impact ionization cross-section imp we used the following equation
obtained by M. Gryzinski [8688]:
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This cross-section depends on Ii - the ionization potential of i-th electron
(electron belonging to the discretized energy interval Ei within the valence
band or to the deep atomic shell; ni is the density of electrons in this energy
state); and (Ii; Ee) = Ii=Ee[Ee=(Ii + Ee)]3=2.
The cross-sections (A.4) are very convenient in their simple analytical form.
Another possible choice of the cross-sections would be, for instance, semi-
empirical Lots cross-sections [178180], which also have a simple form. Alter-
natively, one could use a more complex Ritchi-dielectric formalism to account
for collective eects in solids ( [61] and references therein).
For the aluminum target, the free-free electron collisions are accounted for
by means of the Lindhard dielectric function formalism [49, 61, 134]. In the
framework of this method, the mean free path and the corresponding energy
losses can be calculated as:
l 1e = ne
Z Ee Ef
0
de
d!
d! ;  dEe
dx
= ne
Z Ee Ef
0
de
d!
~!d! ; (A.5)
where ~! is the transferred energy, and ~ is the Plank constant. The interaction
cross-section free is dened via the Lindhard dielectric function within the rst
Born approximation as:
dfree
d!
=
~
nea0Ee
Z q2
q1
1
q
=

  1
(q; !)

dq : (A.6)
Here integration is going by the current momentum q within the limits from
q1 =
p
2me=~(
p
Ee  
p
Ee   ~!) till q1 =
p
2me=~(
p
Ee +
p
Ee   ~!), and
(q; !) is the Lindhard dielectric function [49, 61, 134]. The total cross-section
is obtained by the numerical integration of Eq.(A.6) for each electron energy
Ee. After we know the realized free path, we can calculate the corresponding
time of the next collision.
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Apart from the Lindhard dielectric function, one could employ dierent
models: the Mermin dielectric function, or the Full-Conserving-Dielectric-
Function (see [181] and references therein). But as it was shown in [181], the
Lindhard dielectric function gives a very good agreement with more precise
approaches.
We performed a cross-section analysis to check the dierence of alternative
models for all kinds of cross-sections: elastic, impact ionization, and free-
free electron scattering. It appeared to be that the particular shape of the
cross-section does not inuence signicantly the overall electron behavior. The
qualitative electron behavior always remained the same, and the quantitative
dierences were very small. However, it can inuence particular ne eects,
where small fractions of electron energy result in observable eects (it concerns,
for instance, lattice heating and point defect creation).
For the hole decay time, we apply a Poisson distribution of times of decays
with a mean time extracted from Ref. [89] for each particular shell of an atom.
For deep shell decays, the most probable process of lling a hole is the Auger
decay, where a hole is lled by an electron from the conduction or valence
band, while another electron from the valence or conduction band gains the
excess energy. For the valence band hole decay of Si, we assume Coster-Kronig
transitions and apply the characteristic time from Ref. [89].
After we determined the times of photoabsorption for all photons, the free
ight times till the next collision for all free electrons, and the times of decay
for all holes, we chose the shortest time among them, and let the corresponding
particle perform the event. When a photon is absorbed, we consider the photon
to disappear from our analysis, giving the energy to an electron, exciting it to
the conduction band or continuum.
In the case of hole Auger decay, the hole is lled, and a new hole might
appear within the valence band, if the electron lling the hole initially belonged
to the valence but not to the conduction band.
For the electron collisions, we determine the transferred energy out of the
dierential cross-section of scattering [49, 177]. The corresponding energy
transfer E is determined by a random number  uniformly distributed in
[0,1) from the condition:
k
2 =
Z E
0
dk
dE
dE ; (A.7)
where one has to solve the inverse problem to obtain E for every particular
event, and the cross-sections correspond to Eqs.(A.2), (A.4) or (A.6), depend-
ing on a kind of the realized collision.
In case of secondary ionization, we consider an electron to be ionized, if
the transferred energy E, calculated with Eqs.(A.4) and (A.7) is higher than
the ionization potential of the electron Ii [57], and if there are free places
available according to the Pauli's exclusion principle, see below. Subsequent
propagation of secondary electrons produced by the rst generation of the free
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electrons and their interactions with the target are taken into account in the
same manner.
After the realized event, the particle changes its state: a photon disappears
creating a new free electron; a hole moves up or also disappears, exciting an
electron; a colliding electron changes its energy, and may change the energy of
a second electron in case of inelastic or free-free scattering. Then, the new free
paths for the next possible collisions have to be calculated. After that we nd
the next shortest time of the event, and trace the next particle, performing a
process by applying the same algorithm. Thus, we have time-resolved tracing
of all particles involved in our simulation box.
Since every change of an electronic state changes also the electron distri-
bution function, we have to take this into account in our simulation. This
is important because of two details: rst, the Pauli's exclusion principle (the
functional F mentioned above) operates with the transient distributions, which
are changing in time; second, the correlation eects must be considered for the
case of metals [132]: indeed, after appearance of a "hole" within the conduc-
tion band below the Fermi-energy, any of the free electrons can interact with
any other to ll this hole. Such situation occurs when a highly energetic free
electron interacts with a low energy electron from the bottom of conduction
band (below the Fermi-energy), or when an electron is removed from the low
energy state by photoabsorption or Auger decay. Therefore, the system has
to change the state in the sense that all electrons should have a chance to
interact with the hole, but not only highly energetic excited electrons. To take
into account these correlations, we discretized the time into small intervals of
0.5 fs (which is small comparing to the typical timescale of the problem). On
each time-step we redistribute free paths for interaction for all electrons, which
were not able to interact before, giving them a chance to interact since they
might nd a place now within low energy states. Thus, we included possible
correlations between electrons in time.
For both of these reasons, we trace simultaneously the single particles, and
the distribution function fc(E) on the discretization grid (the index c denotes
the conduction band electrons, while for semiconductors the index v belongs
to the valence band). At each collision, when electron escapes from an energy
state E1, the distribution of electrons changes as fc(E1) ! fc(E1)  1=g(E1),
where g(E1) is the DOS of our target material, which corresponds to a loss
of one electron from this energy state. At the same time, for an incoming
electron to the energy interval E2, the distribution function is increasing by
one electron: fc(E2) ! fc(E2) + 1=g(E2). In the case of a second electron
involved in the collision, the same procedure must be performed for its own
energy states.
It is very important that the Pauli's principle forbids transitions for elec-
trons into fully lled states where f(Ei) = 1. That is usually accounted for by
multiplying every probability of a collision with a Pauli factor F = (1 fc(E)).
In our simulation, we introduced the functional into the mean free path (all
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the cross-sections are multiplied with F , see Eq.(A.1) and its description
above) [15, 104, 114, 132]. Therefore, during the simulation only excitations
into energy discretization intervals containing still free places at this time in-
stance, according to the DOS and the distribution function, were considered as
possible ones. In the case when there is no free place for electrons (fc(Ei) = 1),
the free path of such collision lk calculated by Eq.(A.1) becomes innite, this
event becomes impossible and never realizes. Depending on the transient dis-
tribution function for each possible collision, the cross-section, and thus the
mean free path, can signicantly dier from the original values without Pauli's
principle. Exactly this feature is responsible for fullling the Pauli's princi-
ple; it allowed us to obtain the Fermi-distribution of electrons, instead of the
classical Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution [132].
Also note, that if two electrons are involved in the interaction (impact
ionization or free-free scattering), there must be two Pauli's factors, each re-
sponsible for the probability of available place in the respective nal state for
both electrons.
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